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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an object identification technology that is being 

adopted rapidly by industry and government organizations, such as the United States Department 

of Defense, consumer products manufacturer Proctor & Gamble, and retail giants such as Wal-

Mart and Target. It is expected that RFID will be used to tag consumer items such as food and 

clothing in the future. While this technology brings many benefits to retailers as well as 

consumers, it has also caused a lot of concerns about potential threats to consumers' privacy. 

Although several proposals have been offered in the way of mitigating security and privacy 

threats created by RFID, none have taken a holistic view of RFID security and management in 

the consumer home environment. This thesis presents a secure architecture for the use and 

management of RFID in a home environment. The architecture is platform independent, scalable, 

extensible, and easy to use for non-technical consumers. The architecture provides increased 

privacy with a novel mechanism for RFID authentication. A proof-of-concept system based on 

this architecture is simulated in software to prove that the proposed architecture mitigates many 

threats related to RFID use by consumers in a home environment while also providing 

capabilities for the convenient management of RFID tagged objects at home. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 Originally designed by the Royal Air Force during World War II for “Friend or Foe” 

identification among aircrafts, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is now a widely utilized 

technology that is anticipated to lead to advances in areas as diverse as supply chain 

management, document tracking, health care, and animal farming by facilitating automated 

tracking capabilities. Governmental organizations such as the U.S. Department of Defense, 

corporations like Proctor and Gamble, and major retailers such as Wal-Mart, Target, and Tesco, 

are all adopting RFID for a variety of applications. It is predicted that more than 270 billion 

radio-frequency ID tags could be sold around the world by 2016 [10]. This is expected to result 

in an Internet of Things based on “ubiquitous network connectivity” [12].  

 So what is RFID? In the following section we present an overview of this technology. 

1.1  Overview of RFID 

  Radio Frequency ID is a data-carrying technology that uses transponders, or tags, to store 

data. A tag comprises a tiny microchip attached to small antennae. Data from the tags can be 

read over radio frequency (RF) channels by transceivers, or tag readers. Such tags can be read 

automatically, without line-of-sight, and through non-conducting materials such as cardboard or 

plastic, from up to several meters away [2]. 

 RFID tags are seen as a successor to the ubiquitous UPC barcodes that were developed in 

the 1970s. These barcodes contain manufacturer and product information but no uniquely 

identifying data. The optical scanning process of barcodes requires line-of-sight communication 

and often encounters problems such as smudged tags or crumpled packaging (that carried the 

barcode). These problems result in decreased efficiency in the object identification process. 
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 RFID tags enhance the object identification process by providing a unique serial ID (in 

addition to the manufacturer and product information) and not requiring line-of-sight 

communication. These capabilities enable automated tracking of an RFID tag through its 

lifespan, resulting in a multitude of possible applications. 

 

Figure 1. RFID tags used in libraries: square book tag,  
round CD/DVD tag and rectangular VHS tag. [27] 

1.2   Applications 

 RFID is currently used in a wide variety of applications including automotive security, 

animal tracking, asset tracking, contactless entry systems, contactless commerce, and supply-

chain management. Automatic toll collection systems such as E-ZPass [16] allow drivers to pay 

toll without having to wait in lines on the highway and slow down their travel. Contactless credit 
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card payment systems like MasterCard's PayPass [21] and Texas Instrument's Speedpass system 

reduce congestion and wait times at checkout counters. High throughput schemes such as these 

translate into increased business for retailers.  

Electronic security systems have also incorporated RFID technology. Automobile 

immobilizer systems incorporate RFID tags in key fobs to ensure that only original keys can start 

the car. Proximity cards are used by many workers on an everyday basis to gain entry into their 

offices buildings. 

 The application of supply chain management is the driving force behind RFID technology. 

Uniquely identifiable RFID tags can be attached to goods (either at individual item, or pallet 

level) at the manufacturer's facility. These goods can then be tracked as they are loaded onto 

trucks to be transported via distribution agents to their destinations on retail store shelves. 

Retailers can utilize the tracking capabilities of RFID for inventory management, reordering and 

restocking items as soon as they are taken off the shelves by shoppers, and minimizing mis-

shelving by the shoppers. This will resolve the perennial problem of empty stock shelves, which 

costs retailers in terms of sales. Finally, RFID tags on individual items will enable faster 

checkouts than the current barcode tagging system. 

 In a case study highlighting the benefits of RFID in supply-chain management, Gillette, 

participating in a pilot program with Wal-Mart, found that it could save 25 percent in operational 

costs if it tagged its products with RFID right at the point of packaging [12]. From such estimates 

it can only be predicted that RFID will be used extensively in supply chain management in the 

near future. 

 The benefits of RFID do not stop at the checkout counter [35]. RFID can be used to enable 

receipt-less returns and exchanges as RFID tagged objects can be checked to ensure that the 
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customer actually purchased the product from the retailer he or she is returning it to. Moreover, 

consumers can utilize RFID equipped items with a myriad of possible Smart Appliances to 

enable an Internet of Things. A smart refrigerator, for example, could warn the user when the 

milk is about to expire. It could also keep track of its contents and automatically order groceries 

from the local home-delivery service. A smart closet could suggest possible combinations of 

clothes to wear that day depending on the user's style choices, and the day's weather. A smart 

medicine cabinet could keep track of whether medicines are being consumed at the right time 

and in correct doses. 

 The multitude of possible applications brings with it a variety of concerns regarding 

security and privacy of consumers. These are explored in the following section. 

1.3   Concerns and Challenges 

 The introduction of RFID technology creates innumerable opportunities for new and 

improved services for consumers. However, it also creates several security and privacy 

challenges. The coverage of RFID in the popular press reflects public concern regarding its 

potential threat to personal privacy. This issue has gained the attention of privacy rights activists 

and organizations such as Privacy Rights Clearinghouse which warns that if “[u]sed improperly, 

RFID has the potential to jeopardize consumer privacy, reduce or eliminate purchasing 

anonymity, and threaten civil liberties” [1]. Many of these concerns are well founded in technical 

literature. Several security threats relating to privacy emerge as a result of the possibility of 

clandestine tracking and clandestine inventorying in an RFID environment. Since RFID does not 

require line-of-sight communication, it is possible that RFID tags may be read by rogue agents 

without the owner of the tags ever realizing it. Data in these tags may be associated with the 

owner's personal information. For example, data in a contactless credit card may be associated 
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with the banking information of the person carrying the credit card; or the data in a tag on a 

bottle of pills may be associated with the medical information of its owner. The theft of such 

information could prove quite harmful to the owner. As we move towards a society where RFID 

will be quite pervasive, the theft of RFID data will become a greater possibility, and the 

protection of such data will become even more important. New solutions to ensure consumer 

privacy in an RFID environment need to be developed.  

This research presents a research effort in this direction. We present an architecture for the 

secure use and management of RFID in a consumer home environment, i.e. home of a consumer 

of RFID tagged objects. We discuss the organization of this thesis in the following section. 

1.4   Organization of Thesis 

 In this research we present a secure architecture for RFID management at home. It is 

organized as follows. Chapter One provides an introduction to RFID technology, its applications, 

and the security challenges involved. Chapter Two presents a literature survey including details 

of RFID technology, the current RFID standards, the technical challenges involved in ensuring 

security and privacy in an RFID environment, and the technical and policy proposals for 

countering these challenges. Chapter Three gives a detailed view of the proposed secure 

architecture for RFID management in a home environment. Chapter Four presents a look into the 

future with a fictionalized account of how a consumer might behave in an RFID enabled home in 

the year 2020. Chapter Five analyses the proposed architecture and presents results from tests of 

a software simulated system based on this architecture. We conclude this research in Chapter Six 

and offer some directions for future research on this topic. 

 In the next chapter, we provide a survey of the current state of the art of RFID.
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
 
 In this chapter we present a survey of the current state of research in the field of Radio 

Frequency Identification. We start by gaining an in-depth understanding of RFID. 

2.1   RFID Technology 

 The term RFID can be applied to any device that serves to identify an object to which it is 

attached via radio frequency communication. This definition does not classify devices such as 

Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) tags used in retail inventory that can only indicate their 

presence and on/off status, or devices like mobile phones that use radio frequency 

communication but have capabilities beyond just identifying themselves [3].  

2.1.1 RFID Components 

 An RFID system consists of three components: 

1. RFID tag: a transceiver that carries uniquely identifying data 

2. RFID reader: a transponder that reads and writes data to the tag 

3. Back-end database that associates the tag data with information about the product it 

identifies 

 Tags 

 RFID tags can be classified on the basis of their power source. Passive tags have no on-

board power sources and require power from an interrogating reader to function. This scavenged 

power is used to operate the digital circuitry on the tag but not for communication—passive tags 

use a form of reflection to convey signals from the reader to the tag [20]. These tags are small 

and inexpensive, and have limited computational capabilities as a result of having very little 

power available. They can be read only from close distances ranging from a few centimeters to a 
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few meters. Passive tags can be quite small as they do not have batteries. These tags are used for 

item level tagging in retail and similar environments. They can be embedded on a sticker, or 

under the skin of humans or animals. 

 Active tags contain on-board power, and hence can support more sophisticated circuitry for 

data storage, sensor interfaces and encryption features. Additionally, they utilize active 

transmission and can support a long communication range. Such tags are used in applications 

such as cargo tracking and toll-booth payment systems that may require advanced security 

features. They are also useful in environments that are resistant to Radio Frequencies (RF), such 

as water or metal (as in shipping containers). Since they support active transmission, they can 

also be used for tag-to-tag transmission, akin to an ad-hoc network model.  

Semi-passive tags have an on-board power source like active tags but utilize it only when 

they are interrogated by a reader. Communication on these tags is carried out through reflection 

as it is on passive tags [20]. The on-board power helps these tags in implementing more 

computationally intensive functionalities and enhancing their read ranges. These tags have a 

lifespan that is much shorter than passive tags, but longer than active tags. 

 RFID tags can also be classified by their operating frequency band. 

� Low Frequency (LF) tags operate in the 124-135 kHz range and have nominal read ranges of 

up to a few centimeters. Their read ranges are unaffected by the presence of RF absorbent 

substances such as water (that constitute most of human and animal body mass). 

� High Frequency (HF) tags operate at 13.56 MHz and have read ranges of 0.1 m to 1 m. Their 

read range is unaffected by objects carrying water, but the tags have to be tuned to such 

objects. 

� Ultra High Frequency (UHF) tags operate at 860-960 MHz or 2.45 GHz. Their read ranges 
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can be up to tens of meters. However, their transmission ranges are affected by the presence 

of water. 

 Readers 

 RFID readers communicate with tags via an RF interface. In passive systems they also 

power the tags during this communication process. Readers are simple devices that may contain 

some storage memory, encryption functionalities, etc. as required by the RFID application. They 

can take the form of a small hand-held device or a large gateway, such as the scanner around 

exits of retail stores that people can walk through. It should be expected that once RFID becomes 

a pervasive application, readers will be incorporated into mobile phones and handheld 

computers.  

Weis [2] defines communication signals from the reader to the tag to be in the forward 

channel and those from the tag to the reader to be in the backward (or reverse) channel. The 

range of the forward channel is typically much larger than that of the backward channel. This 

asymmetry in the ranges of the forward and the backward channels causes several security 

challenges that will be discussed later. Figure 2 illustrates the asymmetry in RFID forward and 

backward ranges. 

Back-End Database 

Since RFID tags can carry only minimal data on them (in the form of a unique ID), RFID 

systems utilize a back-end database to associate the tag's data to other information. Such 

information can be specific to the tag or to the object to which it is attached. For example, the 

database might associate a tag ID with a specific password required to deactivate the tag. Or, the 

tag ID might be associated with manufacturer, shipping, and price information about the object 

to which the tag is attached. Organizations using RFID systems can build such databases to suit 
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their particular applications. However, in many cases it will be economical to subscribe to third 

party databases for RFID applications. Such databases might be made available by the 

manufacturers of RFID tagged products, for example. EPCglobal’s architecture [14] defines 

Object Name Service (ONS) as a means for looking up Electronic Product Code (EPC) 

information on network database services based on the an RFID tag’s unique EPC ID. 

 

Figure 2. Forward and backward channel ranges in RFID. The reader will detect Tag1, but will 
not be able to detect Tag2. The eavesdropper will be able to monitor the reader's signals, but will 

not be able to read Tag1's responses. [3] 

   
Weis [3] suggests that in some analysis it can be useful to collapse the reader and the back-

end database into one entity. In other cases, the reader can be treated as an untrusted channel 

between the tag and the database.  

2.1.2 RFID Standards 

 A variety of standards exist to define RFID systems. The major bodies creating standards 

in this field are EPCglobal Inc. and International Standards Organization (ISO). The most 

significant RFID standards in the market are ISO/IEC 18000, EPC Class 1 Generation 1, and 

EPC Class 1 Generation 2. A list of common standards is presented in [11] and is included in 

Appendix A. 

Forward Range 

Backward Range 

Reader Tag1 Tag2 Eavesdropper 
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2.1.3 Electronic Product Code and the EPC Network 

 EPCglobal has defined a class structure for RFID systems which is useful in discussing 

system capabilities. Sarma and Engel [20] describe a modular approach to designing RFID 

systems using the following class structure: 

� Class 0 tags offer only electronic article surveillance (EAS) functionality [2]. They do not 

contain any uniquely identifying data and may be “chip less”, i.e. containing no logic. They 

can be found on library books or compact disks. 

� Class I tags have read-only or write-once read-many (WORM) memory. Class I tags are 

typically passive devices. They function as simple identifiers. 

� Class II tags have read-write memory and may be passive, semi-passive, or active. These tags 

may support additional functionality like memory or encryption. They can be used as data 

logging devices [2]. 

� Class III tags are semi-passive or active RFID tags that contain on-board environmental 

sensors [20, 11]. They may support broadband communication. 

� Class IV tags are active tags. They may be capable of broad-band peer-to-peer 

communication with other active tag in the same frequency band, and with readers. 

� Class V tags are essentially readers. They can power other Class I, II and III tags, as well as 

communicate with other Class IV tags and with each other wirelessly. 

 In this modular class structure, Class 0/Class I tags are defined to be the baseline standard 

with each upper-level class supporting an incremental command structure. Each class should also 

have mechanisms to fail over to a lower class if needed. That is, an active tag should function as 

a semi-passive tag if it is low on power, and a semi-passive tag should be able to function as a 
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passive tag.  

 In this research we focus on the Class I and related standards. EPC Class 1 Gen1/Gen2, 

ISO/IEC 18000-2 and ISO/IEC 18000-3 are standards that relate to tags in this class. These 

passive, read-only tags are expected to form the mainstay of item-level RFID tagging 

applications in retail [29], from where they will pass on to customers to be used in consumer 

applications. 

2.2  Security and Privacy Challenges 

 The conveniences of RFID technology bring with them a host of security and privacy 

issues.  Garfinkel et al [7] describe the various information security threats to RFID data. Of 

these, we focus on the ones pertaining to consumers' personal security and privacy. These threats 

arise because consumers' identities can be easily associated with the unique RFID tags they 

possess and such associations can be clandestinely monitored. Here, we describe these threats 

and provide examples to illustrate how they might affect a consumer. 

 Action threat 

 A consumer's behavior or her (or his) intent can be inferred by monitoring a group of tags 

in her possession. For example, the appearance of a suitcase and airplane tickets (both tagged 

with RFIDs) in an individual's home will suggest that she intends to travel in the near future. Of 

course, one can also be fooled by such inferences. The individual in this example might have just 

purchased the suitcase and the tickets for a friend, and might have no intention to travel herself. 

 Association threat 

 Since each EPC tag is uniquely identifiable, a consumer's identity might be associated 

with the serial number of an EPC tag at the point-of-purchase (or at another time). Garfinkel et al 

[7] state that “this threat is fundamentally different than the current practice of associating 
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customer loyalty cards with purchases, because the EPC associates the consumer with a specific 

item (a unique aspirin package) rather than with a class of items (an aspirin package). Also, 

unlike with loyalty cards, this type of association can be clandestine and even involuntary.” 

 Location threat 

 This type of threat appears when clandestine readers can track tags and reveal their 

locations to unauthorized parties. Also, if the association between a tag and an individual is 

known, the location of the individual can be tracked as well. For example, tracking the 

movement of a watch with readers hidden in specific locations will reveal the movement of the 

watch's owner as well. 

 Preference threat 

 EPC tags carry data identifying the object's manufacturer, the product type, and the tag's 

unique serial number. This creates the possibility of an unauthorized entity being able to track a 

consumer's product preferences at very low costs. Such information about the consumer is highly 

prized by marketers and is not usually available to them. “The preference threat could also be a 

value threat if the adversary can easily determine the item's monetary value” [7]. A burglar, for 

example, could use such information to break into houses that have high-priced TV sets. 

 Constellation threat 

 Individual associations between unique tag serial numbers and an individual's identity do 

not have to be known for an adversary to be able to track the individual. A set of tags can form a 

“shadow or constellation” around the individual, enabling adversaries to track him without 

knowing his identity.  

 Transaction threat 

 Transactions between two individuals could be tracked by unauthorized agents by 
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observing the movement of objects from one constellation to another. For example, one can infer 

that two neighbors are on friendly terms with each other if a pair of shoes that was in one 

individual's possession in the morning is in the other individual's possession in the evening, thus 

indicating a transaction between the two during the course of the day. 

 Breadcrumb threat 

 When an individual purchases an item from a retail store, an association could be created 

between his (or her) identity and the item's EPC tag. This association could be stored in the 

retailer's corporate database. Even if the item is later thrown away by the individual, the 

association between him and the item is not broken. The threat arises when these “electronic 

breadcrumbs” are later used, for example, by someone else to commit a crime. In such a 

situation, since the item is associated only with the original owner's identity, he could get in 

trouble with law enforcement. 

 A range of technical solutions have been put forth by researchers to solve the security and 

privacy issues listed above. We discuss these next. 

2.3  Technical Solutions 

 Garfinkel et al [7], Weis [2], and Juels [3] survey a variety of technical solutions that 

attempt to resolve the RFID security problems.  

 The most obvious solution to information security problems is encryption. However, low-

end RFID tags have only a few hundred gates—not enough for the computational power required 

by standard encryption algorithms. Juels [3] states this “computational poverty” is not a 

temporary state of affairs. It is unlikely that Moore’s Law (a tenet that predicts the doubling of 

the density of transistors on integrated circuits every 18 months) will lead to low end RFID tags 

becoming computationally more powerful because pricing pressures will force manufacturers 
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and retailers to always use the cheapest tags possible, inevitably leading to the selection of tags 

with low computational power. However, some encryption techniques are proposed for such 

tags. Weis [2] proposes a one-way hash lock mechanism for RFID tags. Juels [25] proposes 

minimalist cryptography techniques for RFID devices. 

 If cryptology cannot be employed to hide tag data from malicious readers, tag “killing” and 

“sleeping” are ways to render tags permanently or temporarily disabled, so that their data cannot 

be read in the first place. EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standard makes provision for a “kill” command [7]. 

A reader can use this command along with a 32 bit password to permanently deactivate a tag. 

Tags could be killed, for example, at the checkout counter of a retail store. However, this will 

remove all the post-purchase benefits of RFID. A similar concept of “sleep” mode is proposed to 

render a tag only temporarily inactive. Both “kill” and “sleep” features will require extensive 

password-management techniques to associate each tag with its password. These password-

management techniques can prove too burdensome for users. 

 If tag data is not hidden from malicious readers, RFID tags’ unique IDs can be used to 

track people carrying them. Tag pseudonyms [7] are proposed as one solution to the RFID 

tracking problem. Here, tags could continually change their serial numbers by cycling through a 

set of pseudonyms. This is the idea behind Juels’ “minimalist cryptography” [25]. This will make 

unauthorized tracking difficult as rogue agents will not realize that the different pseudonyms 

belong to the same tag. However, attackers could potentially harvest all the pseudonyms from a 

tag by querying it multiple times. This will render the security technique useless.  

 Rieback et al [5] propose a device called the RFID Guardian that acts as a personal RFID 

firewall. This device uses its superior computational power to implement sophisticated privacy 

policies, and serves as a proxy for all queries made to the RFID tags in its control. Such a device 
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can be carried around by the user or can conceivably be incorporated into a mobile phone or a 

handheld computer. 

 Juels, Rivest, and Szydlo [4] introduce the Blocker Tag that prevents RFID readers from 

querying tags in a specified “privacy zone”. The Blocker Tag accomplishes this by interfering 

with the tree-walking singulation anti-collision protocol used by readers to scan multiple tags 

simultaneously.  Several researchers have also proposed ways of making the RFID tag anti-

collision protocols more secure [32, 33, 34, 38, 41].  

 Several security techniques exist for tags with greater computational power. These tags are 

capable of incorporating at least some kind of symmetric or asymmetric encryption schemes. 

Such tags include higher-end passive tags and semi-passive or active tags. However, we do not 

deal with such tags in this research and instead focus our attention on low cost tags that have 

more restricted capabilities, hence making the implementation of security and privacy a more 

formidable challenge. 

 Next, we discuss policy solutions proposed to counter RFID’s security challenges. 

2.4  Policy Solutions 

 Garfinkel et al [7] state that technical solutions to RFID security threats need to be 

complemented with policy solutions. Such policy-based solutions are harder to implement, 

however there is a long history of regulation in the field of information technology to ensure that 

privacy is not infringed upon. 

 Garfinkel proposes the “RFID Bill of Rights.” It states that the uses or RFID systems and 

purchasers of products containing RFID tags have: 

1. The right to know if a product contains an RFID tag. 

2. The right to have embedded RFID tags removes, deactivated, or destroyed when a product is 
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purchased. 

3. The right to first-class RFID alternatives. Consumers should not lose other rights (such as the 

right to return a product or travel on a particular road) if they decide to opt-out of RFID or 

exercise an RFID tag’s kill feature. 

4. The right to know what information is stored inside their RFID tags. If this information is 

incorrect, there must be a means to correct or amend it.  

5. The right to know when, where, and why an RFID tag is being read. 

Privacy laws need to complement technical solutions for RFID’s security concerns. Such 

laws need to have penalties that will deter malicious agents from harvesting RFID information 

from unsuspecting users. These laws need to be further complemented by industry regulations. 

EPCglobal Inc. has put forth guidelines on EPC use for consumer products that promote such 

industry regulations [36]. 

Having surveyed the current literature on RFID, we now describe our research proposal in 

the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

A SECURE ARCHITECTURE FOR RFID MANAGEMENT AT HOME 
 

3.1   Introduction 

 As we have seen in the previous chapters, RFID technology can be expected to become 

ubiquitous in consumer homes of the future. The conveniences provided by RFID enabled the 

use of Smart Appliances, among other possible uses [35]. These Smart Appliances, such as 

refrigerators that automatically reorder groceries, or wardrobe closets that make outfit 

suggestions, will encourage consumer adoption of RFID. However, RFID technology also brings 

with it the security and privacy challenges that were reviewed in Chapter Two.  

 In this chapter we propose a novel architecture for the secure use and management of 

RFID at home. This architecture provides a modular, extensible solution for the various security 

and privacy threats to consumers' RFID security in home environments. It takes a holistic view 

of a consumer's home in relation to RFID technology and utilizes RFID components (tags, 

readers, and appliances), the home network, and the Internet to provide an easily implementable 

solution with security features such as reader authentication, RFID event logging and tag privacy 

controls. It also enables convenient management of RFID in the home environment. 

 In the next section we describe the motivation for developing this architecture. 

3.2   Motivation 

 The introduction of RFID in consumer homes will have an impact beyond the objects that 

are tagged [39], and the Smart Appliances that might initially make use of the RFID tags. As we 

have already seen (in Section 2.2), consumers face a variety of security and privacy challenges in 

using RFID.  Any efforts towards promoting consumer adoption of RFID will only be successful 

if consumers can be assured that besides enabling new conveniences, RFID technology can be 
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used safely, i.e. without any loss of security or privacy, in the home environment.  

 The development of a solution that will provide such security and privacy assurances is 

therefore clearly necessary. Such a solution needs to take a holistic view of the consumer 

technological environment. Since, consumer technology is rarely custom built to suit an 

individual's requirement, consumer technological environments consist of a variety of products 

from various vendors that may or may not adhere to mutually compatible standards. In the 

context of RFID, one can envision a consumer home using a smart-refrigerator from 

manufacturer A, a wireless router from manufacturer B, a PC running from manufacturer C, 

running an operating system from vendor D. Ensuring information security in such environments 

becomes a difficult task if all of the components comprising the RFID system do not adhere to a 

common architectural model. A unified architecture, such as the one presented in this research, 

will enable different manufacturers and vendors to produce mutually compatible products, thus 

creating a more seamless, cohesive, and secure technological environment for the customer. 

3.3   Architectural Design Considerations 

 We start work on this proposal by determining the goals of this architecture. The 

EPCglobal Architecture document [14] provides us with several guidelines for our proposal. 

 Platform Independence 

 The proposed architecture needs to be independent of any hardware or software platforms. 

That is, the functionalities of the components and interfaces in this architecture need to be 

implementable on a variety of platforms and hence need to be specified in an abstracted manner. 

 Scalability and Extensibility 

 The architecture should provide for a system with a core set of components and interfaces 

that is capable of being easily expanded in size and functionality as required by the consumer's 
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specific implementation(s). In other words, the architecture should be modular, such that 

components can be added or removed from the system as needed. It should also provide ample 

room for extensions to the core requirements in the architecture such that the architecture does 

not restrict extended functionalities provided by improvements in technology. 

 Security and Privacy 

 Ensuring the security and privacy of consumer data should be an integral aspect of the 

architecture. The architecture should aim to mitigate many, if not all, of the security concerns 

discussed in Chapter Two. 

 Simplicity and Ease-of-Use 

 The architecture should serve as a template for systems that are simple enough that 

consumers can use them without needing an extensive technical background. 

 Based on these considerations, we develop a secure architecture for the use and 

management of RFID in home environments. We describe this architecture in the next section 

later in this chapter. First, we must consider a few assumptions made in the development of this 

architecture 

3.4   Assumptions 

 This architecture assumes that the RFID tags being used in the system meet the following 

basic requirements: 

• Tags must have a short read range. This is typically a property of tags that operate in the low 

frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) bands. ISO/IEC standards 18000-2 and 18000-3 for 

item management define tags in these frequency bands. (See Appendix A for a table of RFID 

standards). 

• Tags must support a “kill” command that permanently deactivates the tag, i.e. causes the tag 
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to no longer respond to any reader queries, and not give out its identity. 

• Tags must support a “sleep” command that temporarily deactivates the tag, i.e. causes the tag 

to not respond to reader queries until it is taken out of “sleep” mode. 

• Tags must have an on-board pseudo-random password that is not easily susceptible to brute-

force attacks. This password will be used to activate the “kill” and “sleep” modes on the tag. It is 

also assumed that there exists a mechanism for a one-time acquisition of this tag password such 

that it can be obtained by a system based on the proposed architecture. An example of such a 

mechanism is where a consumer can acquire the tag password at the point-of-purchase of the 

RFID tagged item. The password might be transferred to the consumer’s mobile phone when she 

purchases the item. Then, when the consumer enters her home, her cell phone will transfer the 

password to the RFID management system in her home. 

The proposed architecture assumes that the consumer’s home is connected to the Internet. 

Although it is not a prerequisite for all functions in this architecture, certain RFID-related 

functions such as lookups on ONS servers require Internet connectivity. 

Now that we have discussed our initial assumptions, we will describe the proposed 

architecture in detail. 

3.5   Description of Proposed Architecture 

 We present an architecture for the use and management of RFID in home environments. 

This architecture takes a holistic view of the consumer RFID environment comprising RFID 

tags, RFID readers, RFID applications, the home network, management tools, security tools, and 

the Internet. The architecture is shown in Figure 3. It consists of the following categories of 

components: 

� RFID components comprising Tags and Readers 
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� Security components comprising Blockers and Doorkeepers 

� Management components comprising Application Managers, the Home Network, and the 

Home Manager 

� Internet components comprising the Internet Gateway and the Internet 

  

Figure 3. System architecture for RFID use at home. 

In the following sub-sections we describe the RFID, Management and Internet components 

of this architecture.  
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3.5.1 Tag Component 

 Tags are data carrying devices, each of which carries a globally unique serial number on it. 

These tags are generally expected to be passive devices (i.e. without an on-board power source), 

although they can also be semi-active or active (i.e. with an on-board power source). These tags 

may hold structured data that provides manufacturer and product identity (and other data). The 

tags may also allow some data to be written on to them. They may also provide for features such 

as kill, lock or access-control that may require additional data such as passwords to be stored on 

them. This architecture makes certain assumptions about the capabilities of tags used. These 

assumptions are explained in section 3.4. 

3.5.2 Tag Interface 

 This interface provides a means for the Reader to singulate a Tag when more than one are 

present within its range. It also provides a channel for the tag to transfer data (such as its serial 

number) to the Reader and for the Reader to send commands (such as “kill” or “sleep”) or data 

(if tag has writable memory) to the Tag. The tag may provide its data in a specific format type 

such as one specified by EPC (see Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. A sample Electronic Product Code from an RFID tag [24]. 

3.5.3  Reader Component 

 The Reader is a simple RF transceiver that reads data from Tags within its range and 

passes this information on to the Application Manager via the Reader Interface. It may also write 

data to a Tag if directed to do so by the Application Manager and if the Tag is capable of being 

written to. If the Tag provides features such as kill, sleep, lock, etc., the Reader may operate 

01.0000A89.00016F.000169DC0 
  Header   EPC Manager   Object Class    Serial Number 
 0-7 bits   8-35 bits     36-59 bits       60-95 bits 
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these features if directed to do so by the Application Manager. The Reader may have on-board 

memory for reading operations and related functions. However, it may not manipulate or 

aggregate tag data, as this is the responsibility of the Application Manager. 

3.5.4  Reader Interface 

 The Reader Interface provides a means to tell the Reader to inventory Tags in its range, 

read their data, and send other commands to Tags to activate their kill, sleep, or lock modes. This 

interface may provide the Application Manager with a channel for Reader management functions 

such as Reader-discovery, for monitoring Reader's health, power-level and connectivity, and for 

managing its transmit power, RF characteristics, data rate, etc. It may also be used to control the 

Tag Interface characteristics such as singulation parameters.  

 The Reader Interface transfers data consisting of Tag data, Reader ID, and a time stamp 

from the Reader to the Application Manager whenever the Reader interrogates Tags in its range. 

3.5.5  Application Manager Component 

 The Application Manager monitors and controls the operation of one or more Readers 

associated with an Application Domain. An Application Domain is defined to be the special 

extent of an RFID-enabled application. For example, the Application Manager in a refrigerator 

may control one Reader that is used to communicate with all the Tags in the refrigerator. 

Similarly, the Application Manager in a library may control several Readers, each of which is 

used to communicate with Tags on a separate bookshelf. 

 The Application Manager carries out functions such as Reader discovery and Reader 

management. It determines the method by which Readers are to discover the tags within the 

application area (i.e. the Readers’ singulation mechanism).  

 One of Application Manager’s main responsibilities is to authorize and schedule the 
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periodic Reading of Tags. For this, the Application Manager will maintain a list of recognized 

and authenticated Readers. Only authenticated readers will be allowed to read the Tags within 

the Application Manager’s Application Domain. This security feature in the read process is 

described in detail in the section on Blocker component. 

 The Application Manager performs local aggregation and filtering of Tag data obtained 

from the Reader. For example, it may determine the number of Tags in its control by product 

type or date of expiry. It may filter and aggregate data from duplicate reads of Tags. It passes on 

aggregated data to the Home Manager via the Management Interface. For this, it has the 

capability to network with other devices through standard protocols such as 802.11, ethernet, etc.  

 The Application Manager may obtain information related to Tag data such as product 

name, manufacture date, etc. from the Home Manager. It may use this information to build a 

local database of all objects in its application. This local database may be periodically 

synchronized with entries in the Home Manager database. 

 The Application Manager may have user interface(s) to enable human users manage and 

interact with the application. For example, a refrigerator may provide a touch screen to let users 

view information about its contents or may give recipe suggestions based on what is available in 

it. 

3.5.6  Home Network Component 

 The Home Network is viewed as a secured channel between the Application Manager and 

the Home Manager. The Home Network enables various Application Managers and the Home 

manager to communicate with each other. The Home Network may support networking 

technologies such as 802.11 wireless networking, or 802.3 wired networking, etc. It may also 

support data security protocols such as WEP, WPA, PKI, etc. to ensure that the data transferred 
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over the Home Network is secure and that its privacy is ensured. 

3.5.7  Home Manager Component 

 The Home Manager forms the heart of the proposed architecture. It functions as the 

manager and the aggregator of all RFID information obtained in the Home Domain. It also 

performs a variety of security functions. We describe its main functions below. 

 Data Management 

 The Home Manager is the reservoir of all the RFID data in the home environment. It will 

communicate with the Application Managers to obtain all the RFID information in their 

possession. It will then filter this data for redundant entries and builds a comprehensive database. 

Such a database may contain fields such as Tag serial numbers, time of scan, location, state 

(whether it is in “kill” or “sleep” mode), and its EPC information. The EPC information may be 

obtained for each Tag by lookups on ONS servers via the Internet Interface, or by referencing a 

local EPC database. The Home Manager will add entries in its database as Application Managers 

inform it of new Tags via the Management Interface, and it will update entries as the Tags 

change location or exit the Home Domain. 

 Event Logging 

 The Home Manager will log all scans of tags in the home environment. It will also log 

changes in the location of known Tags, entry of new Tags into the Home Domain, and exit of 

Tags from the Home Domain. The Home Manager may be configured to record or filter logs on 

a variety of parameters, including the type of events logged, the frequency of updates, etc. The 

format of the information presented to the user may be configurable. 

 Reader Authentication 

 The Home Manager will provide “off-tag authentication” by authenticating Readers on 
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behalf of the Tags. This feature may be disabled in the case of active Tags where on-tag 

authentication is already available. Every Reader in the Home Domain will have to be 

authenticated by the Home Manager before it can operate. The authentication protocol may be 

any standard challenge-response algorithm. The authentication requests must be initiated by the 

Reader. Only authenticated Readers will be allowed to operate in the Home Domain. Tag 

communication with unauthenticated Readers will be blocked. (See Section 3.6 for more 

information on security components of this architecture.) 

 The Home Manager may also be used to authenticate other devices in its domain such as 

devices in the Home Network, Application Managers, and Tags with authentication capabilities. 

 Key-Management 

 The Home Manager will manage keys for Tags that use them for kill and sleep functions, 

and for encryption features. The Home Manager may enhance Tag security by generating new 

pseudo random or fully random keys and assigning these keys to the appropriate Tags if possible. 

 Access Control  

 The Home Manager, via Application Managers, will utilize Blockers to restrict any 

unauthorized Readers from communicating with Tags. Hence unauthorized Readers will not be 

able to send commands to Tags in the Home Domain.  

 Other Functions 

 The Home Manager may also provide other functionalities such as time synchronization 

via the Management Interface and authentication of Internet Services such as ONS via the 

Internet Interface. 

3.5.8  Management Interface 

 The Management Interface will serve as a channel carrying data and commands between 
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Application Managers and the Home Manager, and also between the Home Manager and 

Doorkeepers (described in section 3.6). Each Application Manager will send aggregated data 

from its local database to the Home Manager. Periodically, Application Manager and the Home 

Manger will synchronize the entries in their databases such that the Home Manager database 

contains the most recent data from all the Application Managers' local databases.  

 The Management Interface will serve as the authentication channel between the Readers 

and the Home Manager, via the Application Managers. It will be used by the Home Manager to 

send management commands to the Application Managers. It may also be used to synchronize 

time among all network devices. 

 All events relating to Tags, Readers, Applications Managers, and the Home Network will 

be reported to the Home Manager via the Management Interface where they are logged. 

3.5.9  Internet Gateway Component 

 The Internet Gateway will serve as a firewall between the Home Domain and the Internet. 

Access Control Lists and other network security features may be implemented here. The Internet 

Gateway will encrypt all data being sent by the Home Manager to the Internet to ensure privacy. 

It may provide remote access options for users who need to remotely access their RFID devices 

at home. 

3.5.10 Internet Component 

 The Internet will provide services such as Object Naming Service (ONS) that will enable 

the Home Manager to look up object information based on its EPC Tag data. The Internet may 

also provide other EPC services that may be defined in the future. 

3.5.11 Internet Interface 

 The Internet Interface will provide a channel for the Home Manager to access RFID related 
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Internet services. It will also provide a way for users to remotely access the Home Domain from 

the Internet. 

 Now let us consider the security components of this architecture. 

3.6  Security Components and Considerations 

 This architecture includes two components that ensure the security of RFID data in the 

Home Domain.  

3.6.1 Blocker Component  

 The Blocker component is an integral part of the proposed architecture. It facilitates the 

access control functions of the Home Manager makes “off-tag” authentication possible. It uses a 

concept similar to the blocker tag [4, 5]. However, unlike the blocker tag, the proposed Blocker 

component is not hard coded to block certain Reader interrogations. It provides for software 

controlled jamming of RFID Reader queries by interfering with the singulation protocols 

employed by the Readers. As a part of this architecture, the Blocker will operate as follows.  

 The Blocker will block all Reader queries by default. That is, no reader will be able to 

interrogate Tags in a given Application Domain if the Blocker(s) in that Application Domain are 

turned on. Whenever a Reader needs to communicate with the Tags it will request a reading time 

slot from the Application Manager. The Application Manager will check to make sure that the 

Reader is authenticated. If it is not, the Reader will have to authenticate itself with the Home 

Manager. If the Reader is authenticated, the Application Manager will assign a time slot when 

the Reader can communicate with Tags in its range. In this time slot the Blocker will be 

deactivated, so that the Reader may query the Tags in its range. At the end of the time slot the 

Blocker will be reactivated. This process is illustrated with a flowchart in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Reader authentication and reading process. 

 In the above described access control process, the Application Manager, the Reader and 

the Blocker need to be synchronized to ensure that Reader queries can take place in the smallest 

slot of time. This will ensure that the authenticated Reader’s queries occupy the entire time slot 

and no rogue reader has an opportunity to access the Tags in that time slot. 

3.6.2  Doorkeeper Component 

 Tags that are no longer required may be deactivated either permanently or temporarily 

using the kill or sleep commands if these commands are supported by the Tag. This function will 
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require the key-management capabilities of the Home Manager. For example, Tags on objects 

that are to be discarded as trash should ideally be deactivated using the kill feature. Items that do 

not need an RFID Tag outside the Home Domain may also be temporarily deactivated (put in 

“sleep” mode) when they are exiting the home domain. They may be reactivated (unset from 

“sleep” mode) when they reenter the Home Domain.  

 The Doorkeeper will selectively deactivate Tags at exit points of the Home Domain based 

on a predefined policy obtained from the Home Manager. This policy will be defined by the user. 

For example, the policy may require the Doorkeeper to deactivate all the clothing Tags that are 

exiting the home domain, but not deactivate Tags on credit-cards.  

 Tags that will be deactivated when they leave the Home Domain may be reactivated upon 

reentry into the Home Domain by the Doorkeeper. Hence, the Doorkeeper will maintain a table 

of all tags exiting the Home Domain. This table will be stored on the Home Manager so that it 

can be shared by all Doorkeeper components. 

3.6.3  Security Extensions 

 The proposed architecture provides security to RFID devices only in the Home Domain. 

When Tags are taken outside the Home Domain, they may need to be secured in other ways. The 

RFID Guardian [5] is one such portable device that can provide security and privacy 

functionalities outside the Home Domain. Such a device may be synchronized with the Home 

Manager to update its list of Tag keys for kill, sleep, wake and access-control features. When 

outside the Home Domain, the portable RFID Guardian may provide a subset of security and 

management functionality that the Home Manager provides inside the Home Domain.  

 A diagrammatic representation of the various components and interfaces in this 

architecture is provided in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Diagrammatic representation of relationships between architectural  
components and interfaces. 

  
We have provided a detailed description of this architecture in this chapter. In the next 

chapter, we take a look into the future and consider how a consumer might utilize a home 

equipped with RFID applications. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

AT HOME IN 2020: LIFE IN AN RFID ENABLED HOME 
 
 

Monday, June 1, 2020. 

7:00 AM. Priyanka walks into her bedroom closet, wondering what she is going to wear to 

work today. “The forecast for today is sunny with a high of 70 degrees Farenheit” announces the 

closet management computer. “You are meeting with a client at 11:30. Would you like to wear 

your new skirt today?” the computer asks, helpfully. All of Priyanka’s clothes are tagged with 

RFID, enabling the closet management application to automatically recognize the clothes that are 

currently available for the user the wear.  

7:27 AM. Priyanka reaches into the freezer to grab a box of microwavable breakfast. She 

pops it into the microwave oven and closes the oven door. The microwave automatically starts 

up, upon reading the RFID tag on the box of breakfast. Three minutes later, Priyanka hears the 

beep announcing that her food is ready.  

7:45 AM. Priyanka is running around the house frantically trying to find her pet dog. “It’s 

almost time to go to work! Where could Timmy be?” she thinks. Timmy needs to be fed every 

morning before she leaves home for the day. Suddenly she realizes that Timmy was recently 

installed with an RFID tag by the veterinarian for the purposes of automating its medical 

recordkeeping. She walks over to the home computer and clicks on the RFID management 

screen. “Dog exited via the back door at 7:43 am” reads a recent log entry on the screen. 

Priyanka looks out of the window in the back of the house. Timmy is chasing squirrels in the 

backyard. 

7:50 AM. Having fed Timmy, Priyanka is now ready to leave for work. As she walks out 

of the front door of her apartment the RFID Doorkeeper beeps, assuring her that the doorkeeping 
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policy she had configured for RFID tags has been carried out successfully. Priyanka walks to her 

car knowing that the RFID tags on her clothes, shoes and watch have been turned off. The RFID 

tags in her driver’s license, credit card, and car keys are still active, enabling her to drive her car 

and make purchases while she is out of the house. Unlike the tags on her clothes, these tags have 

security features that make it difficult for thieves to steal the data on them. When she returns 

home in the evening she will hear another beep from the Doorkeeper, informing her that the tags 

on her clothes, shoes and watch have been turned back on. 

This fictional scenario gives us an impression of how RFID might be used in homes of the 

future. In the next chapter we analyse the architecture proposed in Chapter Three and evaluate 

the results of a software simulation based on this architecture. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 

 In Chapter Three, we looked at the various components and interfaces of the proposed 

architecture and how they work together. In this chapter we analyze the proposed architecture. A 

software simulation based on the proposed architecture is created and tested to determine if the 

proposed architecture can work.  

5.1   Software Simulation  

 We created an RFID system based on the proposed architecture. This system is simulated 

in software in the C++ programming language. The source code for this simulation is included in 

Appendix B. Each of the architectural components is created in software as a separate class with 

its functions and attributes. The Home Network component is considered to be a transparent 

channel for the purposes of this simulation and is not included in the simulation. Table 1 lists the 

various components and their corresponding C++ classes. 

TABLE 1 

ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS AND CORRESPONDING C++ CLASSES  
 

 Component C++ Class 
1. Tag Tag 
2. Reader Reader 
3. Blocker Blocker 
4. Doorkeeper Doorkeeper 
5. Application Manager AppManager 
6. Home Manager HomeManager 
7. Internet Gateway IGateway 
8. Internet Internet 

 

Each of the classes simulates the essential functions of the component it represents. The 

details of these classes and their functions can be obtained from the source code in Appendix B. 
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Next, we discuss the assumptions made in creating this simulated system. 

5.1.1 Assumptions 

 In addition to the assumptions made in the designing of the proposed architecture (see 

Section 3.4) we make some certain other assumptions in creating this software simulated system. 

These are as follows: 

• Each reader has access to a distinct set of tags, i.e. no two readers have overlapping ranges. 

Hence, no two readers are able to read the same tag at the same time.  

• All tags in a given reader’s or doorkeeper’s reading range can be singulated and read, 

provided they are not in “kill” or “sleep” mode. 

• Each blocker is assigned to a distinct reader, i.e. there are as many blockers as there are 

legitimate readers in the system. 

• The home network is considered a transparent channel in this simulation. The application 

managers and the doorkeepers can communicate directly with the home manager, and vice-

versa. 

• The home manager can perform ONS lookups based on the entire tag serial number. 

These assumptions do not make a qualitative difference in the performance of the RFID 

system. They are made solely for the purposes of simplifying the simulation task.  

5.1.2 Simulation Tests and Results 

 We test the simulated system by creating a series of event driven scenarios. These 

scenarios are applied to the simulated system. The outcomes of these scenarios are then 

compared to the expected outcomes of a system based on this architecture. The source code for 

these simulation scenarios is included in Appendix C.  

 We start by creating instances of each of the defined classes. These instances represent 
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system objects that will undergo testing as part of the simulated RFID system. The following 

objects are instantiated: 

• Application Manager Fridge, controlling two Readers, reader1 and reader2, (and associated 

Blockers, blocker1 and blocker2) that control eight tags each 

• Application Manager Bookshelf, controlling one Reader, reader3, (and associated Blocker 

blocker3) that controls five tags 

• One rogue Reader readerx that is unauthorized and has malicious intents 

• One doorkeeper  

• One home manager, associated with Fridge, Bookshelf and the doorkeeper 

• One internet gateway 

• One internet 

In Scenario 1 we test the architectural requirement that readers have to authenticate 

themselves before they can read tags in an Application Domain. We find that reader1 and 

reader2 are able to read tags in each of their ranges after they have successfully authenticated 

themselves with the home manager. We then attempt read reader1’s tags with readerx. First, 

readerx tries to get read permission from Fridge. It is denied permission to read. Then, readerx 

bypasses the Fridge application manager and directly tries to read the tags. This read attempt is 

blocked. Thus, we find that reader authentication as a prerequisite for reading in the Application 

Domain is a good way of ensuring tag data privacy. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show screenshots of 

some of the messages generated by tests in Scenario 1 
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Figure 7. Simulation system test logs: Authenticating reader and the read process. 

 

 
Figure 8. Simulation system test logs: Attempt to read with unauthorized reader. 

 

In Scenario 2 we test the architectural requirement that the home manager needs to know the 

correct tag password to use the tag’s “kill” or “sleep” functions. We initiate the test by supplying 

the home manager with several tag serial numbers along with the corresponding passwords. We 

also supply the home manager one tag serial number along with an incorrect password. We find 

that the home manager is able to kill tags when the correct password is known, but not when the 

incorrect password is known. The home manager also updates its database to reflect the new 

“kill” or “sleep” state of the tag when such a command is executed. 

In Scenario 3, we test the system’s ability to perform ONS lookups based on tag’s serial 

number. The home manager performs an ONS lookup for certain tag serial numbers on the 

internet object, via the internet gateway object. The internet object receives each supplied serial 

number, matches it to information on its ONS table, and returns this information back to the 
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home manager via the internet gateway. After this process, we find that the home manager’s data 

table is updated with object and manufacturer information of the tags that were looked up on the 

ONS. This proves that the home manager provides a suitable means of performing ONS lookups 

on the Internet. 

In Scenario 4, we test the doorkeeping process. The doorkeeper has been designed to read a 

doorkeeping policy located on the home manager. The doorkeeper checks each tag exiting the 

Home Domain against this policy to determine if the tag should be set to “sleep” mode or not. 

Tags that do not match the policy are left unaffected. We find that the tags exiting the Home 

Domain are set to “sleep” mode only if required by policy and if their passwords are known to 

the home manager. We also test to ascertain whether the doorkeeper is able to unset from “sleep” 

mode those tags that had been set to “sleep” mode on exit and are later reentering the Home 

Domain. We find that the doorkeeper successfully unsets all the tags that are entering the Home 

Domain that had previously been set to “sleep” mode when exiting it. Some of the output log 

messages generated during this process are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

 
Figure 9. Simulation system test logs: Tags exiting doorkeeper. 

 

Figure 10. Simulation system test logs: Tags entering doorkeeper. 

 
These tests on the simulated system prove that the proposed architecture will work as a 

cohesive system.  

Next, we present a brief discussion on the benefits and limitations of this architecture. 
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5.2  Discussion  

In this section we discuss several aspects of the RFID architecture that have not been 

analyzed earlier. 

 The Blocker component prevents active querying of Tags in the Home Domain. Passive 

monitoring of Tags, however, is not prevented by the Blocker. It can be assumed that passive 

monitoring on the backward RFID channel is not a major threat due to the considerably short 

range of signals on the backward channel. Threats due to passive monitoring on the forward 

channel remain in this architecture. These can be mitigated to a large extent by efficient 

regulation of transmit power of the Readers.  

 In terms of the various RFID threats to consumers described in Section 2.2, the proposed 

architecture provides security against Action threat, Location threat, Preference threat, and 

Constellation threat through the use of the Blocker component. 

 Threats such as Transaction threat and Breadcrumb threat appear when Tag(s) leave the 

Home Domain. These threats are mitigated in the proposed architecture by the Doorkeeper which 

can be used to either temporarily or permanently disable the Tags being taken out of the Home 

Domain. It must be noted that the architecture does not mandate the deactivation of Tags leaving 

the Home Domain. It merely provides a convenient mechanism to do so.  

 Drawbacks of this architecture include the fact that it contains a single point of failure in 

the Home Manager. If the security of the Home Manager is compromised, an attacker can gain 

access to all the RFID data in the Home Domain. However, the Home Manager may be assumed 

to be a computationally powerful device (for example, a home PC) that can support superior data 

encryption and user authentication protocols to prevent unauthorized access of its contents. 

 The architecture does not provide a safeguard against physical intrusion into the home 
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domain. If an attacker gains physical access to Tags (without on-board authentication 

mechanisms) in the Home Domain, all security functionalities may be rendered useless. Hence, 

physical security of the Home Domain is a prerequisite for the proposed architecture. 

 The event logging functionality of the proposed architecture provides a mechanism to deter 

theft of RFID tagged objects from the Home Domain. For example, the Home Manager may be 

configured to alert the police if a Doorkeeper detects an RFID Tag on the home television exiting 

the Home Domain. The architecture also deters clandestine introduction of Tags that are either 

unknown to or unwanted by the user to the Home Domain. Users may be alerted if objects that 

are not expected to be in the Home Domain are suddenly detected. For example, the Home 

Manager may alert the user if it detects an invalid EPC tag in the home domain so that the user 

can make an active determination as to whether it is just a malfunctioning Tag on a legitimate 

object or if it is a malicious RFID device.  

 In this chapter we presented an RFID system simulated in software that is based on the 

proposed RFID architecture. Tests on this software system prove that the proposed architecture 

works as expected and provides a cohesive and secure RFID system. We also presented an 

analysis of the security limitations as well as the security benefits of using a system based on this 

architecture. In the next chapter we conclude our research and provide directions for future work 

related to this research. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

6.1   Conclusion 

 In this research we presented a secure architecture for the use and management of RFID in 

the home environment. This architecture defines a Home Domain for RFID management that 

comprises multiple Application Domains. These Application Domains are independent of each 

other, making the architecture modular and scalable. The architecture uses a Blocker component 

to ensure that only readers authenticated by a centralized Home Manager can access RFID data 

on Tags in the Home Domain. This provides a solution for various threats to RFID privacy in the 

Home Domain. The architecture also specifies the use of a Doorkeeper component to selectively 

and temporarily deactivate Tags exiting the Home Domain. This mechanism provides a simple 

and effective solution for minimizing the security and privacy risks involved in carrying RFID 

Tags outside the Home Domain. The architecture was implemented as a proof-of-concept system 

in a software simulation. Tests on this system proved that systems based on this architecture 

mitigate significant security and privacy threats faced by consumers using RFID in the home 

environment. 

6.2 Future Work 

 Suggestions for future work in the research area of consumer RFID security include the 

development of password management mechanisms to enable consumers to securely and 

efficiently acquire and manage RFID tag passwords. Password management mechanisms are 

necessary to enable users to use password-protected tag functions like “kill” or “sleep” modes, or 

to use password-protected writable tags. 

 Industry standards for item level tagging are still evolving. Researchers need to further 
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study how RFID might be employed by consumers in the future so that any industry standards 

being developed provide adequate functionalities for consumer applications, while ensuring a 

high level of security and privacy. 

 Actual system prototypes based on the RFID architecture presented in this research may be 

developed to closely examine the cost effectiveness and utility of such a system in a consumer 

home environment of the future. Such studies may reveal consumer behavioral patterns in the 

use of RFID that can be used to optimize this RFID architecture. 

 Researchers also need to develop mechanisms to securely dispose RFID tags after their 

utility to the user has expired. Such mechanisms are necessary if the user is to avoid the 

“breadcrumb threat” posed by RFID.  

 RFID tag anti-collision protocols are an active area of research. Improved tag anti-collision 

protocols, of both deterministic and probabilistic kind, need to be developed with the aim of 

providing greater security while utilizing minimal tag resources. Similarly, new minimalist 

cryptographic techniques need to be developed for computationally impoverished devices such 

as RFID tags. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

COMMON RFID STANDARDS AND SECURITY FEATURES 
 
 
Technology Technical Features Security Features 

 Band Range 
(meters) 

Data Confidentiality Integrity Availability 

EPC Class 0/0+ 
(supply chain) 
 

UHF 3 64- or 96-bit 
with read/write 

(R/W) block 

None in standard • Parity bit 
• CRC error detection 

Identification 
rate  
>1000 tags/sec 

EPC Class 1 
Generation 1 
(supply chain) 

UHF 3 64- or 96-bit 
with R/W block 

None in standard • Commands have 5 
parity bits 
• CRC error detection 

Lock command 
permanent and 
not protected 

EPC Class 1 
Generation 2 
(supply chain) 

UHF 3  R/W block • Masked reader-to-tag 
communications using 
the one-time pad stream 
cipher 
• Tags addressed by 16-
bit random numbers 

• CRC error detection Numerous 
readers can 
operate in dense 
configurations 

ISO/IEC 
18000-2  
(item 
management) 

LF < .01 Up to 1 Kbyte 
R/W 

• No protection on the 
read command 
• “Reader talks first” 
protocol 
• No encryption or 
authentication 

• CRC error detection 
• Permanent, factory 
set 64-bit ID 
• Optional, lockable 
identifier code 

None in standard 

ISO/IEC 
18000-3 
(item 
management) 

HF < 2 R/W • “Reader talks first” 
protocol 
• 48-bit password 
protection on the read 
commands 
• “Quiet mode” in which 
tags won’t respond to 
readers 

• CRC error detection 
• No write 
protection in Mode 1 
• Mode 2 has 48-bit 
password on write 
command 

Multiple tag 
modes are 
noninterfering 

ISO/IEC 
11784-11785 
(animal 
tracking) 

LF < .01 64-bit identifier • “Reader talks first” 
protocol 
• Tags addressed by 16-
bit random numbers 
• Quiet mode 

• Retagging counter 
• CRC error detection 

None in standard 

ISO/IEC 10536 
(contactless 
smart cards) 

HF < 2 R/W • “Reader talks first” 
protocol 
• Masked reader-to-tag 
communications 
• Tags addressed by 
random number 
• Quiet mode 

• CRC error detection • Probabilistic/ 
slotted random 
anti-collision 
algorithm 
• Multiple tag 
modes are 
noninterfering 

ISO/IEC 15693 
(vicinity smart 
cards) 

HF 1.5 Up to 1Kbyte 
R/W 

• No protection on the 
read command 
• No onboard encryption 
or authentication 

• Optional 
protections on 
write command 
• Error checking on 
air interface 

Optional 
password 
protection on the 
lock command 

 
Source: T. Phillips, T. Karygiannis, R. Kuhn. Security Standards for the RFID Market. Nov. 2005. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

SOURCE CODE FOR SYSTEM BASED ON PROPOSED RFID ARCHITECTURE  

 
//*************************************************************************** 
// File: rfidglobal.h 
// Global definitions for RFID Architecture 
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_RFIDGLOBAL_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_RFIDGLOBAL_H 
 
#include <string> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <ctime> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <windows.h> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
#define MAX_TAGS 10  // Maximum number of tags per tag input file 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
 
#include “Console.h” // Console formatting. Source: 
     // http://www.codeproject.com/cpp/AddColorConsole.asp 
#include “tag.h”  // Component definitions 
#include “reader.h”   
#include “blocker.h” 
#include “appmanager.h” 
#include “doorkeeper.h” 
#include “homemanager.h” 
#include “igateway.h” 
#include “internet.h” 
 
namespace con = JadedHoboConsole; // From Console.h 
 
 
#endif //INCLUSION_GUARD_RFIDGLOBAL_H 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
//*************************************************************************** 
// File: tag.h 
// Definitions for tag component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_TAG_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_TAG_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
// Definition of Tag Class 
class Tag {  
   
 struct tag { 
  string  serial; // Unique tag serial number  
  string  password; // Secret password for kill/sleep func. 
  Char  flag_sleep; // On if tag is asleep 
  char  flag_kill; // On if tag is killed 
 };   
 
 string tag_filename; // File with list of tags 
  
public: 
 
 //Array of tags listed in tag_filename 
 struct tag tag_list[MAX_TAGS];  
  
 // Public function declarations  
  
 //Initialize tag object 
 int  init   ( string tag_filename_in ); 
 
 //Reads tags from a file 
 int  readTagFile ( void );      
 
 //Kills tag if the password matches 
 int  kill   ( string serial,  
        string password );  
 //Sleeps tag if the password matches 
 int  sleep  ( string serial,  
        string password );  
 //Unsleeps tag if the password matches 
 int  unsleep  ( string serial,  
        string password );  
}; 
 
#endif //INCLUSION_GUARD_TAG_H
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
// ************************************************************************** 
// File: tag.cpp 
// Code for tag component  
// Shantanu Rao 
// ************************************************************************** 
 
#include “tag.h” 
 
// Function of Tag class 
// Initializes tag object 
int Tag::init  ( string tag_filename_in ) 
{ 
 tag_filename = tag_filename_in;  
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Tag Class 
// Reads tags from a file 
int Tag::readTagFile ( void ) 
{ 
 ifstream tagfilein; 
 int  tag_count=0; 
 string separator; 
 
 tagfilein.open( tag_filename.c_str() ); // Opens the file 
 
 if( !tagfilein ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout  << “Error: file “ + tag_filename + “ could not be opened.”  
   << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
  
 while ( (!tagfilein.eof()) ) { // Keep reading until end-of-file 
  tagfilein >> tag_list[tag_count].serial; 
  tagfilein >> tag_list[tag_count].password; 
  tagfilein >> tag_list[tag_count].flag_sleep; 
  tagfilein >> tag_list[tag_count].flag_kill;  
  tagfilein >> separator;  // sets EOF flag if no value found 
  tag_count++; 
 } 
 
 tag_list[tag_count].serial  = ”\0”; 
 tag_list[tag_count].password  = ”\0”; 
 tag_list[tag_count].flag_sleep = ’\0’; 
 tag_list[tag_count].flag_kill = ’\0’; 
 
 tagfilein.close(); 
  
 return 0; 
} 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
// Function of Tag Class 
// Kills tag if the password matches 
// Returns 0 if tag is killed, else returns 1 
int Tag::kill  ( string serial, string password ) 
{ 
 fstream tagfile; 
  
 int  kill_flag=FALSE ; //flag  
 int  read_position, write_position; 
 
 string serial1;  
 string password1; 
 char  flag_sleep1; 
 char  flag_kill1; 
 string separator; 
  
 // Opens the file for reading and writing 
 tagfile.open( tag_filename.c_str(), ios::in|ios::out );  
  
 if( !tagfile ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + tag_filename + “ could not be opened”  
    << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 
 // Keep reading until end-of-file  
 while ( !tagfile.eof() && kill_flag!=TRUE ) {  
   
  tagfile >> serial1; 
  tagfile >> password1; 
  tagfile >> flag_sleep1; 
 
  // Check if password and serial match 
  if ( (serial1==serial)&&(password1==password) ) {  
   read_position = tagfile.tellg(); 
   tagfile.seekp(read_position); // Set write position 
   tagfile.put(‘\n’); // Inset end of line  
   tagfile.put(‘Y’);  // Set the flag_kill value in file 
   write_position = tagfile.tellp(); 
   tagfile.seekg(write_position); // Synchronize read/write ptr 
   kill_flag = TRUE;    // Set kill_flag 
  } 
   
  else  
   tagfile >> flag_kill1; 
  tagfile >> separator; 
   
 } 
 
 tagfile.close(); 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 

if (kill_flag == TRUE)  
  return 0; // Tag killed 
 else  
  return 1; // Tag not killed 
} 
 
// Function of Tag Class 
// Sleeps tag if the password matches 
// Returns 0 if tag is is put in sleep mode, else returns 1 
int Tag::sleep  ( string serial, string password ) 
{ 
 fstream tagfile;  
  
 int  sleep_flag=FALSE ; //flag  
 int  read_position, write_position; 
 
 string serial1;  
 string password1; 
 char  flag_sleep1; 
 char  flag_kill1;  
 string separator; 
  
 // Opens the file 
 tagfile.open( tag_filename.c_str(), ios::in|ios::out );  
  
 if( !tagfile ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + tag_filename + “ could not be opened”  
    << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 
 // Keep reading until end-of-file 
 while ( !tagfile.eof() && sleep_flag!=TRUE) {  
   
  tagfile >> serial1; 
  tagfile >> password1; 
   
  // if password and serial match 
  if ( (serial1==serial)&&(password1==password) ) {  
  
   read_position = tagfile.tellg(); 
   tagfile.seekp(read_position); // Set write position 
   tagfile.put(‘\n’); 
   tagfile.put(‘Y’);  // Set the flag_sleep value in file 
   write_position = tagfile.tellp(); 
   tagfile.seekg(write_position); 
   sleep_flag = TRUE;  // Set sleep_flag 
  } 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 

else{ 
   tagfile >> flag_sleep1; 
  } 
   
  tagfile >> flag_kill1; 
  tagfile >> separator; 
 } 
 
 tagfile.close(); 
 
 if (sleep_flag == TRUE)  
  return 0; // Tag put in sleep mode 
 else  
  return 1; // Tag NOT put in sleep mode 
  
} 
 
// Function of Tag Class 
// Brings tag out of sleep mode if the password matches 
// Returns 0 if tag is brought out of sleep mode, else returns 1 
int Tag::unsleep  ( string serial, string password ) 
{ 
 fstream tagfile;  
  
 int  sleep_flag=TRUE ; //flag  
 int  read_position, write_position; 
 
 string serial1;  
 string password1; 
 char  flag_sleep1; 
 char  flag_kill1;  
 string separator; 
  
 // Opens the file 
 tagfile.open( tag_filename.c_str(), ios::in|ios::out );  
  
 if( !tagfile ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + tag_filename + “ could not be opened”  
    << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 
 // Keep reading until end-of-file 
 while ( !tagfile.eof() && sleep_flag!=FALSE) {  
   
  tagfile >> serial1; 
  tagfile >> password1; 
   
  // if password and serial match 
  if ( (serial1==serial)&&(password1==password) ) {  
   read_position = tagfile.tellg(); 
   tagfile.seekp(read_position); // Set write position 
   tagfile.put(‘\n’); 
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  APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
   tagfile.put(‘N’); // Unset the flag_sleep value in file 
   write_position = tagfile.tellp(); 
   tagfile.seekg(write_position); 
   sleep_flag = FALSE;  // Set sleep_flag 
  } 
  else 
   tagfile >> flag_sleep1; 
  tagfile >> flag_kill1; 
  tagfile >> separator; 
 } 
 
 tagfile.close(); 
 
 if (sleep_flag == FALSE)  
  return 0; // Tag sleep mode is unset 
 else  
  return 1; // Tag sleep mode is NOT unset 
}
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
// ************************************************************************** 
// File: reader.h 
// Definitions for reader component  
// Shantanu Rao 
// ************************************************************************** 
 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_READER_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_READER_H 
 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
 
//Forward declarations 
class Tag; 
class Blocker; 
class AppManager; 
 
 
class Reader {   // Definition of Reader Class 
 
 string  password;  // Authorization password 
 Tag   *tag;  // Tag object associated with reader 
 Blocker  *blocker;  // Blocker object associated with reader 
 AppManager  *appmanager; // AppManager object associated with reader 
  
 struct data { 
  string serial;  //Unique serial number 
  char  flag_sleep; //On if tag is asleep 
  char  flag_kill; //On if tag is killed 
  time_t timestamp; //Timestamp applied when tag is read 
  string reader_id; //Reader’s unique ID 
 };   
 
 // Read Tags  
 int  readTags  ( void );       
 
public: 
 
 string reader_id;  // Reader’s unique ID 
 
 struct data table[MAX_TAGS]; //Array of tags listed in tag_filename 
 
 // Public functions declarations  
 
 // Initialize Reader object 
 int  init   ( string  reader_id_in,  
        string  password_in,  
        Tag  &tag_in,  
        Blocker  &blocker_in,  
        AppManager &appmanager_in ); 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
// Read Tags at assigned time 
 int  read    ( time_t  &timeslot,  
         int  &period ); 
 
 
 // Send a command to a Tag 
 int  sendCommand  ( string  command,  
         string  serial,  
         string  password );  
 // Get authenticated by Home Manager 
 int  getAuthenticated ( void ); 
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_READER_H 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 
 
// ************************************************************************** 
// File: reader.cpp 
// Code for reader component  
// Shantanu Rao 
// ************************************************************************** 
 
#include “reader.h” 
 
// Function of Reader class 
// Initialize Reader object 
int Reader::init ( string  reader_id_in,  
      string  password_in,  
      Tag  &tag_in,  
      Blocker  &blocker_in,  
      AppManager &appmanager_in ) 
{ 
 reader_id  = reader_id_in; //Initialize reader_id 
 password  = password_in;  //Initialize password 
 tag   = &tag_in;  //Initialize associated tag object 
 blocker  = &blocker_in;  //Initialize associated blocker object 
 appmanager = &appmanager_in; //Initialize associated appmanager  
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Reader Class 
// Read Tags at the assigned time 
// Returns 0 if tags read successfully,  
//     1 if not read, or  
//     2 if reading is blocked 
int Reader::read ( time_t &timeslot,  
        int &period ) 
{ 
 time_t currtime, timeslot_copy; 
 double diff; 
 int  return_value; 
  
 timeslot_copy = timeslot; 
   
 diff = difftime( timeslot_copy, time(&currtime) ); 
 while ( diff > 0 ) { // Wait until assigned time 
  Sleep(50); 
  diff = difftime( timeslot_copy, time(&currtime) ); 
 } 
 return_value = readTags(); // Read tags at assigned time 
 
 // Log event 
 switch (return_value) { 
 case 0: 
  (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id, “Tags read.”); 
  break; 
 case 1: 
  (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id, “Tags not read.”); 
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  break; 
 case 2: 
  (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id,  
   “Tag read process blocked.”); 
  break; 
 } 
   
 return return_value; 
} 
 
// Function of Reader Class 
// Send a command to a tag 
// Returns 0 if successful  
//     1 if not 
int Reader::sendCommand  ( string command,  
        string serial,  
        string password ) 
{ 
 string success; 
 string fail; 
  
 switch (command[0]) { 
  case ‘k’: //killTag command 
   if ((*tag).kill( serial, password) == 0) { 
    success = “Tag “ + serial +  
    “, kill mode activated successfully.”; 
    (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL),reader_id,success); 
   } 
   else { 
    fail =“Tag “+serial+“, could not activate kill mode.”; 
    (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id, fail); 
   } 
   break; 
  case ‘s’: //sleepTag command 
   if ((*tag).sleep( serial, password) == 0) { 
    success = “Tag “ + serial +  
     “, sleep mode activated successfully.”; 
    (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL),reader_id,success); 
   } 
   else { 
    fail=“Tag “+serial+“, could not activate sleep mode.”; 
    (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id, fail); 
   } 
   break; 
  case ‘u’: //unsleepTag command 
   if ((*tag).unsleep( serial, password) == 0) { 
    success = “Tag “ + serial +  
     “, sleep mode deactivated successfully.”; 
    (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL),reader_id,success); 
   } 
   else { 
    fail=“Tag “+serial+“, could not deactivate sleep mode.”; 
    (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id, fail); 
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   } 
   break; 
  default: 
   fail = “Tag “ + serial +  
    “, did not understand command “+command+”.”; 
   (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id, fail); 
   return 1; 
   break; 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Reader Class 
// Read Tags 
// Returns 0 if tags read successfully,  
//     1 if not read, or  
//     2 if reading is blocked  
int Reader::readTags ( void ) 
{ 
 int  i=0; // Counter 
 int  j=0; // Counter 
 int  return_value; // Return value 
 
 
 if ((*blocker).isBlockerOff() == 0) {  // If Blocker is off 
  if ((*tag).readTagFile() == 0) { // If tags can be read 
   while ((*tag).tag_list[i].serial != “\0”) {  
    if (((*tag).tag_list[i].flag_sleep == ‘Y’) ||  
     ((*tag).tag_list[i].flag_kill == ‘Y’)) 
     // If tag is in kill/sleep mode, move to next tag 
     i++; 
    else { // Copy tag data into local array 
     table[j].serial = (*tag).tag_list[i].serial; 
     table[j].flag_sleep = (*tag).tag_list[i].flag_sleep; 
     table[j].flag_kill = (*tag).tag_list[i].flag_kill; 
     table[j].timestamp = time(NULL); 
     table[j].reader_id = reader_id; 
     i++; // Increment counters 
     j++; 
    } 
   } 
   table[j].serial = “\0”; 
   table[j].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
   table[j].flag_kill = ‘\0’; 
   table[j].timestamp = 0; 
   table[j].reader_id = “\0”; 
 
   return_value = 0;   // Read tags successfully 
  } 
  else  
   return_value = 1;   // Did not read tags 
 } 
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else 
  return_value = 2;    // Did not read because of Blocker 
 
 
 return return_value; 
} 
 
// Function of Reader class 
// Gets reader authenticated if the password is correct 
// Return 0 if reader is authenticated,  
//    1 if not authenticated 
int Reader::getAuthenticated ( void ) 
{ 
 (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id,  
  “Reader authentication requested.”); 
 
 if ((*appmanager).authenticateReader( reader_id, password ) == 0) { 
  (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id,  
   “Reader authentication received.”); 
  return 0; // If reader is authenticated 
 } 
 else { 
  (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), reader_id,  
   “Reader authentication denial received.”); 
  return 1; 
 } 
}
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: blocker.h 
// Definitions for Blocker component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_BLOCKER_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_BLOCKER_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
//Forward declarations 
class Reader; 
class AppManager; 
 
class Blocker {   // Definition of Blocker Class 
 
 string blocker_id;  // Unique ID of Blocker 
 char  is_blocker_active; // Flag to determine if blocker is active 
 Reader *reader;   // Reader object associated with blocker 
 AppManager *appmanager;  // AppManager object associated w/ blocker 
   
 public: 
 
 // Public function declarations  
 
 // Initialize Blocker object 
 int  init   ( string  blocker_id_in,  
        Reader  &reader_in,  
        AppManager &appmanager_in ); 
 // Determine if Blocker is off 
 int  isBlockerOff ( void );  
 
 // Turn Blocker off at specific Timeslot 
 int  turnBlockerOff ( time_t  &timeslot,  
        int   &period ); 
 // Turn Blocker on at specific Timeslot 
 int  turnBlockerOn ( time_t  &timeslot,  
        int   &period ); 
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_BLOCKER_H
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: blocker.cpp 
// Code for Blocker component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#include “blocker.h” 
 
// Function of Blocker class 
// Initialize Blocker object 
int Blocker::init  ( string  blocker_id_in,  
       Reader  &reader_in,  
       AppManager &appmanager_in )  
{ 
 blocker_id  = blocker_id_in; //Initialize blocker’s ID 
 is_blocker_active = TRUE; 
 reader   = &reader_in; 
 appmanager  = &appmanager_in; 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Blocker Class 
// Check if blocker is turned off 
// Returns 0 if blocker is off, 1 if it is on 
int Blocker::isBlockerOff( void ) 
{ 
 time_t timestamp; 
 
 time(&timestamp); 
 
 // Log event 
 (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), blocker_id,  
  “Attempt made to read tags.”); 
 
 if (is_blocker_active == FALSE) 
  return 0; 
 else 
  return 1; 
} 
 
// Function of Blocker Class 
// Turns blocker off at AppManager’s command at the �eparato timeslot 
int Blocker::turnBlockerOff  ( time_t &timeslot,  
         int &period) 
{ 
 time_t currtime; 
 double diff; 
 
 currtime = 0; 
  
 time(&currtime); 
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diff = difftime( timeslot, currtime ); 
 while ( diff > 0 ) { // Wait until assigned time 
  Sleep(10); 
  currtime = time(&currtime); 
  diff = difftime( timeslot, currtime ); 
 } 
 is_blocker_active = FALSE; // Turn blocker off at assigned time 
 
 // Log event 
 (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), blocker_id, “Blocker turned off.”); 
  
 return 0; 
 
} 
 
 
// Function of Blocker Class 
// Turns blocker on at AppManager’s command at the �eparato timeslot 
int Blocker::turnBlockerOn ( time_t &timeslot,  
        int &period) 
{ 
 time_t currtime; 
 double diff; 
 
 currtime = 0; 
 
 time(&currtime); 
   
 diff = difftime( (timeslot+period), currtime ); 
 while ( diff > 0 ) { // Wait until the period is over 
  Sleep(10); 
  currtime = time(&currtime); 
  diff = difftime( (timeslot+period), currtime ); 
 } 
 is_blocker_active = TRUE; // Turn blocker on at the end of period 
 
 // Log event 
 (*appmanager).logEvents(time(NULL), blocker_id, “Blocker turned on.”);  
 
 return 0; 
 
}
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: appmanager.h 
// Definitions for Application Manager component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_APPMANAGER_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_APPMANAGER_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
// Forward Declarations 
class Reader; 
class Blocker; 
class HomeManager; 
 
class AppManager { // Definition of AppManager Class 
  
 int   readercount;  // Count of Readers controlled  
 time_t  assigned_timeslot; // Latest read timeslot assigned 
 
 string  log_filename;  // File for writing logs 
 
 
 struct authorization_list { 
    string reader_id; // Reader ID 
    int  authorized; // Flag for reader authorization 
 }; 
 
 struct data { 
    string serial;  // Unique serial number 
    char flag_sleep;  // On if tag is asleep 
    char flag_kill;  // On if tag is killed 
    time_t timestamp;  // Timestamp applied when tag is read 
    string reader_id; // Reader’s unique ID 
    string appmanager_id; // AppManager’s unique ID 
 }; 
 
 struct logger { 
    time_t timestamp; // Timestamp for log 
    string device_id; // Device generating log entry 
    string log_entry; // Log entry 
 }; 
 
 Reader  *reader1;  // Reader object associated with AppManager 
 Reader  *reader2;  // Reader object associated with AppManager 
 Blocker  *blocker1; // Blocker object associated with AppManager 
 Blocker  *blocker2; // Blocker object associated with AppManager 
 HomeManager *homemanager; // HomeManager object associated 
  
public: 
 
 string appmanager_id;     // AppManager’s unique ID 
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 struct authorization_list list[2]; // List of reader authorizations 
 struct data    table[40];// Table of tags  
 struct logger   log[100]; // Log of events  
  
 // Public function declarations  
  
 // Initialize Application Manager object with one Reader/Blocker 
 int  init    ( string  appmanager_id_in,  
         string  log_filename_in, 
         Reader  &reader1_in,  
         Blocker  &blocker1_in, 
         HomeManager &homemanager_in );  
 // Initialize Application Manager object with two Readers/Blockers 
 int  init    ( string  appmanager_id_in,  
         string  log_filename_in, 
         Reader  &reader1_in,  
         Blocker  &blocker1_in,  
         Reader  &reader2_in,  
         Blocker  &blocker2_in, 
         HomeManager &homemanager_in );  
 // Read from Reader 
 int  readerRead  ( string  reader_id ); 
 
 // Refresh table of tag data 
 int  refreshTable  ( void ); 
 
 // Log events from Reader or Blocker 
 int  logEvents   ( time_t  timestamp, 
         string  device_id, 
         string  log_entry );  
 // Authenticate Reader 
 int  authenticateReader ( string  reader_id,  
         string  password );  
 
 // Send a command to a Tag  
 int  sendCommand  ( string  command,  
         string  serial,  
         string  password );  
 // Display tag information table 
 int  displayTable  ( void ); 
 
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_APPMANAGER_H
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: appmanager.cpp 
// Code for Application Manager component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#include “appmanager.h” 
 
// Function of AppManager class 
// Initialize Application Manager object with one Reader/Blocker 
int AppManager::init  ( string  appmanager_id_in,  
        string  log_filename_in, 
        Reader  &reader1_in,  
        Blocker  &blocker1_in, 
        HomeManager &homemanager_in ) 
{ 
 appmanager_id = appmanager_id_in; 
 log_filename = log_filename_in; 
 reader1  = &reader1_in; 
 blocker1  = &blocker1_in; 
 reader2  = NULL; 
 blocker2  = NULL; 
 homemanager = &homemanager_in; 
 
 readercount = 1; 
 time(&assigned_timeslot); 
 
 list[0].reader_id = (*reader1).reader_id; 
 list[0].authorized = FALSE; 
 list[1].reader_id = “\0”; 
 list[1].authorized = FALSE; 
 
 for (int i=0; i<30; i++) {    // Initialize table 
  table[i].serial  = “\0”;   
  table[i].flag_sleep  = ‘\0’;   
  table[i].flag_kill  = ‘\0’;   
  table[i].timestamp  =   0 ;   
  table[i].reader_id  = “\0”;   
  table[i].appmanager_id = “\0”;   
 } 
 
 for (i=0; i<100; i++) {     // Initialize logger 
  log[i].timestamp  =   0 ; 
  log[i].device_id  = “\0”; 
  log[i].log_entry  = “\0”; 
 } 
 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of AppManager class 
// Initialize Application Manager object with two Readers/Blockers 
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int AppManager::init   ( string  appmanager_id_in, 
         string  log_filename_in, 
         Reader  &reader1_in,  
         Blocker &blocker1_in,  
         Reader  &reader2_in,  
         Blocker &blocker2_in, 
         HomeManager &homemanager_in ) 
{ 
 appmanager_id = appmanager_id_in; 
 log_filename = log_filename_in; 
 reader1  = &reader1_in; 
 blocker1  = &blocker1_in; 
 reader2  = &reader2_in; 
 blocker2  = &blocker2_in; 
 homemanager = &homemanager_in; 
 
 
 readercount = 2; 
 time(&assigned_timeslot); 
  
 list[0].reader_id  = (*reader1).reader_id; 
 list[0].authorized  = FALSE; 
 list[1].reader_id  = (*reader2).reader_id; 
 list[1].authorized  = FALSE; 
 
 for (int i=0; i<30; i++) {   // Initialize table 
  table[i].serial  = “\0”; // Unique serial number 
  table[i].flag_sleep  = ‘\0’; // On if tag is asleep 
  table[i].flag_kill  = ‘\0’; // On if tag is killed 
  table[i].timestamp  =   0 ; // Timestamp applied when tag read 
  table[i].reader_id  = “\0”; // Reader’s unique ID 
  table[i].appmanager_id = “\0”; // AppManager’s unique ID 
 } 
 
  
 for (i=0; i<100; i++) {    // Initialize logger 
  log[i].timestamp  =   0 ; 
  log[i].device_id  = “\0”; 
  log[i].log_entry  = “\0”; 
 } 
 
 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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// Function of AppManager class 
// Refreshes table of tag data by reading with all readers available 
// Returns 0 if data is successfully read from all readers 
//     1 if data is successfully read from reader1 only 
//     2 if data is successfully read from reader2 only 
//     3 if data is not read from any of the readers 
int AppManager::refreshTable  ( void ) 
{ 
 int  return_value; 
 int  read1 = FALSE, read2 = FALSE;  // Flags 
 
 if (readercount == 1) { // If there is one reader only 
 
  if ( readerRead(list[0].reader_id) == 0 )  // Read reader1 
   return_value = 0;  // All read 
  else  
   return_value = 3;  // None read 
 
 } 
 
 else if (readercount == 2) { // If there are two readers 
  if ( readerRead(list[0].reader_id) == 0 )  // Read reader1 
   read1 = TRUE; 
  else  
   read1 = FALSE; 
   
  if ( readerRead(list[1].reader_id) == 0 )  // Read reader2 
   read2 = TRUE; 
  else  
   read2 = FALSE; 
 
  if ( (read1==TRUE)&&(read2==TRUE) ) 
   return_value = 0;  // All read 
  else if ( (read1==TRUE)&&(read2==FALSE) ) 
   return_value = 1;  // Only reader1 read 
  else if ( (read1==FALSE)&&(read2==TRUE) ) 
   return_value = 2;  // Only reader2 read 
  else if ( (read1==FALSE)&&(read2==FALSE) ) 
   return_value = 3;  // None read 
 
 } 
 
 switch (return_value) { 
 case 0:   // All read 
  logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
   “AppManager data refreshed: All readers read.”); 
  break; 
 case 1:   // Only reader1 read 
  logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
   “AppManager data refreshed: Only first of two readers read.”); 
  break; 
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case 2:   // Only reader2 read 
  logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
   “AppManager data refreshed: Only second of two readers read.”); 
  break; 
 case 3:   // None read 
  logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
   “AppManager data not refreshed: None of the readers read.”); 
  break; 
 } 
 
 return return_value; 
} 
  
// Function of AppManager class 
// Reads from Reader if authorized 
// Assigns read timeslot and period to reader and blocker 
// Returns 0 if reader is read 
//     1 if reader is not read 
int AppManager::readerRead ( string  reader_id ) 
{ 
 time_t timeslot; 
 int  period; 
 int  read_flag = FALSE; // Read if read_flag==TRUE 
 int  return_value; 
 
 Reader *reader; 
 Blocker *blocker; 
 
 int  i, j, insert, table_end, tag_count;  // Counters 
 
 // Select the reader to read with 
  
 if ( reader_id == list[0].reader_id ) { // If reader1 
  if ( list[0].authorized == TRUE ) { // If reader is authorized 
   read_flag = TRUE; // Set read_flag 
   reader = reader1; 
   blocker = blocker1; 
  } 
  else { 
   read_flag = FALSE; 
   logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, reader_id+ 
    “ not authorized to read.”); 
   return_value = 1; // Return fail 
  } 
 } 
 else if ( reader_id == list[1].reader_id ) { // If reader2 
  if ( list[1].authorized == TRUE ) { // If reader is authorized 
   read_flag = TRUE; 
   reader = reader2; 
   blocker = blocker2; 
  } 
  else { 
   read_flag = FALSE; 
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   logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, reader_id+ 
    “ not authorized to read.”); 
   return_value = 1; // Return fail 
  } 
 } 
 else { // If reader unrecognized 
  read_flag = FALSE; 
  logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, reader_id+ 
   “ unrecognized, not authorized to read.”); 
  return_value = 1; // If reader_id not recognized, return fail 
 } 
 
 // When reader is selected 
 
 // If reader is permitted to read 
 if ( read_flag == TRUE ) {  
  time(&timeslot);     // Get current time 
  timeslot++;      // Calculate timeslot 
  period = 1;      // Assign read period of 1 
  // If a more recent timeslot has been assigned 
  if (assigned_timeslot>timeslot) {  
   timeslot = assigned_timeslot+2; // Assign later timeslot 
   assigned_timeslot = timeslot; // Update assigned_timeslot 
  } 
  timeslot = timeslot; 
  period = period;  // Timeslot and period assigned 
   
  // Turn blocker off at timeslot 
  (*blocker).turnBlockerOff(timeslot, period);  
  // Read 
  (*reader).read(timeslot, period);     
  // Turn blocker on at end of period 
  (*blocker).turnBlockerOn(timeslot, period);  
    
  i=0; 
  j=0; 
 
  while (table[i].serial != “\0”)  // Find end of table 
   i++; 
   
  table_end = i; 
  insert = table_end; 
  i = 0; 
   
  // Find number of tags to enter 
  while ((*reader).table[j].serial != “\0”)  
  j++; 
 
  tag_count = j; 
  j = 0; 
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for (j=0; j<tag_count; j++) { 
   for (i=0; i<table_end; i++) { // Check if tag is in table 
    // If tag is already in table, update entry 
    if ( table[i].serial == (*reader).table[j].serial ){ 
     table[i].flag_kill = (*reader).table[j].flag_kill; 
     table[i].flag_sleep = (*reader).table[j].flag_kill; 
     table[i].timestamp = (*reader).table[j].timestamp; 
     table[i].reader_id = (*reader).table[j].reader_id; 
     table[i].appmanager_id = appmanager_id; 
     j++; 
    } 
   } 
   // If not in table, add entry at the end of table 
   table[insert].serial  = (*reader).table[j].serial; 
   table[insert].flag_kill  = (*reader).table[j].flag_kill; 
   table[insert].flag_sleep = (*reader).table[j].flag_kill; 
   table[insert].timestamp  = (*reader).table[j].timestamp; 
   table[insert].reader_id  = (*reader).table[j].reader_id; 
   table[insert].appmanager_id = appmanager_id; 
 
   insert++; // Change insert to new end of table 
  } 
 
  return_value = 0; // Return success 
 } 
 
 return return_value; 
} 
 
// Function of AppManager 
// Logs events  
int AppManager::logEvents  ( time_t timestamp,  
      string device_id,  
      string log_entry ) 
{ 
 fstream logfile;  
 int  i = 0;   // Counter 
 struct tm * timeinfo; 
 char time[30]; 
 
 while (log[i].device_id != “\0”) // Find end of logger 
  i++; 
 
 log[i].timestamp = timestamp; // Write log entry 
 log[i].device_id = device_id; 
 log[i].log_entry = log_entry; 
 
 (*homemanager).logEvents(timestamp, device_id, appmanager_id, log_entry); 
 
 // Open log file for writing 
 logfile.open( log_filename.c_str(), ios::out | ios::app );  
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if( !logfile ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + log_filename +  
   “ could not be opened” << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 
 timeinfo = localtime ( &timestamp );  // Convert time to localtime 
 strftime(time,30,”%x:%X”, timeinfo);  // Format time 
 
 // Write log entry to file 
 logfile << “-------------------------------“  << endl; 
 logfile << time;  
 logfile << log[i].device_id  << endl; 
 logfile << log[i].log_entry  << endl;   
 
 logfile.close(); 
 
 return 0;  
} 
 
// Function of AppManager class 
// Passes Reader authentication request on to the HomeManager 
// Returns 0 if authentication is successful 
//    1 if authentication fails 
int AppManager::authenticateReader ( string reader_id,  
          string password ) 
{ 
 int  return_value; 
 return_value = (*homemanager).authenticateReader( reader_id, password ); 
 
 if (return_value == 0) { 
  if ( reader_id == list[0].reader_id )  
   list[0].authorized = TRUE; 
  else if ( reader_id == list[1].reader_id ) 
   list[1].authorized = TRUE; 
  else 
   return_value = 1; // Reader not recognized by AppManager 
 } 
 else { 
  if ( reader_id == list[0].reader_id ) 
   list[0].authorized = FALSE; 
  else if ( reader_id == list[1].reader_id ) 
   list[1].authorized = FALSE; 
  else 
   return_value = 1; // Reader not recognized by AppManager 
 } 
  
 if (return_value == 0) 
    logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, reader_id+” authenticated.”); 
 else 
    logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, reader_id+” not authenticated.”); 
 return return_value; 
} 
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// Function of AppManager class 
// Send a command to a Tag  
// Returns 0 if command is successfully sent, 1 if not 
int AppManager::sendCommand  ( string  command,  
         string  serial,  
         string  password ) 
{ 
 int  i, table_end;  // Counters  
 int  return_value; 
 int  exit_for_loop = 0; 
 
 i=0; 
 
 while (table[i].serial != “\0”)    // Find end of table 
  i++; 
   
 table_end = i; 
 i = 0; 
  
 // Check if tag is in table 
 for (i=0; i<table_end && exit_for_loop!=1; i++) {  
  // If tag is already in table 
  if ( table[i].serial == serial ){ 
   exit_for_loop = 1; // Set exit flag for For loop 
 
   // Check what Reader is associated with the tag 
   // If reader1 is authorized 
   if ( (table[i].reader_id == list[0].reader_id)  
    && (list[0].authorized == TRUE) ) {  
     
    // Send command to reader 
    return_value = (*reader1).sendCommand(command, serial, 
     password); 
 
    if (return_value == 0) { // If success 
     switch (command[0]) { 
     case ‘k’: //killTag command 
      table[i].flag_kill= ‘Y’; // Set kill flag 
      table[i].timestamp= time(NULL);//Update timestamp 
      break; 
     case ‘s’: //sleepTag command 
      table[i].flag_sleep= ‘Y’; // Set sleep flag 
      table[i].timestamp= time(NULL);//Update timestamp 
      break; 
     case ‘u’: //unsleepTag command 
      table[i].flag_sleep = ‘N’; // Unset sleep flag 
      table[i].timestamp= time(NULL);//Update timestamp 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
       “Sent command to tag “+serial+”.”); 
   } 
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// If reader2 is authorized 
   else if ( (table[i].reader_id == list[1].reader_id)  
    && (list[1].authorized == TRUE) ) {  
     
    // Send command to reader 
    return_value = (*reader2).sendCommand(command, serial,  
     password); 
    if (return_value == 0) { // If success 
     switch (command[0]) { 
     case ‘k’: //killTag command 
      table[i].flag_kill= ‘Y’; // Set kill flag 
      table[i].timestamp= time(NULL);//Update timestamp 
      break; 
     case ‘s’: //sleepTag command 
      table[i].flag_sleep = ‘Y’; // Set sleep flag 
      table[i].timestamp= time(NULL);//Update timestamp 
      break; 
     case ‘u’: //unsleepTag command 
      table[i].flag_sleep = ‘N’; // Unset sleep flag 
      table[i].timestamp= time(NULL);//Update timestamp 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
     “Sent command to tag “+serial+”.”); 
   } 
   else { 
    return_value = 1;//Reader not recognized or not authorized 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
     “Could not send command to tag “+serial+”.”); 
   }    
  } 
  else { 
   // If not in table set return_value to 1 
   return_value = 1; 
  } 
 } 
 
 if ( exit_for_loop == 0 ) { // If tag was not found in AppManager table 
  logEvents ( time(NULL), appmanager_id,  
     “Could not send command to tag “+serial+ 
     “. Could not find tag.”); 
 } 
 
 return return_value; 
} 
 
// Function of AppManager 
// Display tag information table 
int AppManager::displayTable  ( void ) 
{ 
 int  i; 
 struct tm * timeinfo; 
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char time[30]; 
 
 // Display all tags 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial != “\0”; i++) {  
   
  if (i%25 == 0) { // Every 10 lines print header 
   cout << con::fg_red << setfill(‘-‘) << setw(55) << “-“ << endl; 
   cout << setfill(‘ ‘) << setw(9) << “Serial”; 
   cout << setw(19)<< “Timestamp”; 
   cout << setw(4) << “K/S”; 
   cout << setw(10)<< “ReaderID”; 
   cout << setw(13)<< “AppManagerID” << endl; 
   cout << setfill(‘-‘) << setw(55) << “-“ <<con::fg_green<< endl; 
  } 
  cout << setfill(‘ ‘) << setw(9) << table[i].serial; 
   // Convert time to localtime 
   timeinfo = localtime ( &(table[i].timestamp) );  
   // Format time 
   strftime(time,30,”%x:%X”, timeinfo);  
  cout << setw(19)<< time; 
  cout << setw(1) << table[i].flag_kill  << “/”;  
  cout << setw(1) << table[i].flag_sleep  << “ “; 
  cout << setw(10)<< table[i].reader_id; 
  cout << setw(5) << table[i].appmanager_id << endl; 
    
 }  
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 
 return 0; 
}
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: homemanager.h 
// Definitions for Home Manager component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_HOMEMANAGER_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_HOMEMANAGER_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
// Forward Declarations 
class AppManager; 
class Igateway; 
class Doorkeeper; 
 
class HomeManager { // Definition of HomeManager Class 
  
 string  homemanager_id; // HomeManager’s unique ID 
 int   appcount;   // Count of AppManagers controlled  
 time_t  assigned_timeslot; // Latest read timeslot assigned 
 
 string  log_filename;  // File for writing logs 
 string  auth_filename;  // File for Reader Authentication data 
  
 struct auth_list { 
    string reader_id; // Reader ID 
    string password;  // Password 
 }; 
 
 struct data { 
    string serial;  // Unique serial number 
    string password;  // Tag password 
    char  flag_sleep; // On if tag is asleep 
    char  flag_kill; // On if tag is killed 
    time_t timestamp; // Timestamp applied when tag read 
    string reader_id; // Reader’s unique ID 
    string appmanager_id; // AppManager’s unique ID 
    string homemanager_id;// HomeManager’s unique ID 
    string epcmanager; // Tag’s EPC Manager 
    string objectclass; // Tag’s Object Class 
    string info;  // Misc information about the tag 
 }; 
 
 struct doorkeeping { 
    string serial; 
    string password; 
    char  flag_sleep; 
 }; 
 
 struct logger { 
    time_t timestamp; // Timestamp for log 
    string device_id; // Device generating log entry 
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   string caller_id; // Device passing log entry 
    string log_entry; // Log entry 
 }; 
 
 AppManager *appmanager1;  // AppManager object associated 
 AppManager *appmanager2;  // AppManager object associated 
 Igateway  *igateway;  // Internet Gateway object 
 
 
public: 
  
 string doorkeeper_filename; // File for Doorkeeper lookups 
 
 struct auth_list list[10]; // List of readers and authorizations 
 struct data  table[60];// Table of tags controlled by AppManager 
 struct logger log[150]; // Log of events associated w/ AppManager 
 struct doorkeeping dklog[60];// Log of tags put to sleep by Doorkeeper  
  
 // Public function declarations  
  
 // Initialize Home Manager object with one AppManager 
 int  init    ( string  homemanager_id_in,  
         string  log_filename_in, 
         string  auth_filename_in, 
         string  doorkeeper_filename_in, 
         AppManager &appmanager1_in, 
         Igateway &igateway_in );  
 // Initialize Home Manager object with two AppManagers 
 int  init    ( string  homemanager_id_in,  
         string  log_filename_in, 
         string  auth_filename_in, 
         string  doorkeeper_filename_in, 
         AppManager &appmanager1_in, 
         AppManager &appmanager2_in, 
         Igateway &igateway_in ); 
 // Read from AppManager 
 int  appManagerRead  ( string  appmanager_id ); 
 
 // Lookup tag’s information on ONS 
 int  onsLookup   ( string  serial ); 
 
 // Display tag information table 
 int  displayTable  ( void ); 
 
 // Log events from AppManagers 
 int  logEvents   ( time_t  timestamp, 
         string  device_id, 
         string  caller_id, 
         string  log_entry );  
 // Authenticate Reader 
 int  authenticateReader ( string  reader_id,  
         string  password );  
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// Send a command to a Tag  

 int  sendCommand  ( string  command,  
         string  serial ); 
 // Update tag password 
 int  updatePassword  ( string  serial, 
         string  password ); 
 // Update tag data 
 int  updateTagData  ( string  serial, 
         char  flag_sleep, 
         char  flag_kill, 
         string  device_id, 
         string  caller_id, 
         time_t  timestamp ); 
 // Update doorkeeping table 
 int  updateDKTable  ( string  serial, 
         string  password, 
         char  flag_sleep ); 
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_HOMEMANAGER_H
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: homemanager.cpp 
// Code for Home Manager component 
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#include “homemanager.h” 
 
// Function of HomeManager class 
// Initialize Home Manager object with one AppManager 
int HomeManager::init   ( string  homemanager_id_in,  
         string  log_filename_in, 
         string  auth_filename_in, 
         string  doorkeeper_filename_in, 
         AppManager &appmanager1_in, 
         Igateway &igateway_in ) 
{ 
 homemanager_id   = homemanager_id_in; 
 log_filename   = log_filename_in; 
 auth_filename   = auth_filename_in; 
 doorkeeper_filename  = doorkeeper_filename_in; 
 appmanager1   = &appmanager1_in; 
 appmanager2   = NULL; 
 igateway    = &igateway_in; 
  
 appcount = 1;     // Count of AppManagers associated  
 time(&assigned_timeslot); 
 
 ifstream authfilein;   // Reader Authentication file  
 int   reader_count=0; 
 
 authfilein.open( auth_filename.c_str() ); // Opens the file; 
 if( !authfilein ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + auth_filename +  
   “ could not be opened” << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
  
 while ( (!authfilein.eof()) ) { // Read Reader Authentication file 
  authfilein >> list[reader_count].reader_id; 
  authfilein >> list[reader_count].password; // sets EOF flag if eof 
  reader_count++; 
 } 
 
 list[reader_count].reader_id = “\0”; 
 list[reader_count].password = “\0”; 
 
 authfilein.close(); 
 
 for (int i=0; i<60; i++) {     // Initialize table 
  table[i].serial  = “\0”;   
  table[i].password  = “\0”; 
  table[i].flag_sleep  = ‘\0’;   
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  table[i].flag_kill  = ‘\0’;   
  table[i].timestamp  =   0 ;   
  table[i].reader_id  = “\0”;   
  table[i].appmanager_id = “\0”;   
 } 
 
 for (i=0; i<150; i++) {     // Initialize logger 
  log[i].timestamp  =   0 ; 
  log[i].device_id  = “\0”; 
  log[i].log_entry  = “\0”; 
 } 
 
 for (i=0; i<60; i++) {     // Initialize dklog 
  dklog[i].serial   = “\0”;  
  dklog[i].flag_sleep  = ‘\0’; 
  dklog[i].password  = “\0”; 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of HomeManager class 
// Initialize Home Manager object with two AppManagers 
int HomeManager::init  ( string  homemanager_id_in,  
         string  log_filename_in, 
         string  auth_filename_in, 
         string  doorkeeper_filename_in, 
         AppManager &appmanager1_in, 
         AppManager &appmanager2_in, 
         Igateway  &igateway_in ) 
{ 
 homemanager_id  = homemanager_id_in; 
 log_filename  = log_filename_in; 
 auth_filename  = auth_filename_in; 
 doorkeeper_filename = doorkeeper_filename_in; 
 appmanager1   = &appmanager1_in; 
 appmanager2   = &appmanager2_in; 
 igateway   = &igateway_in; 
 
 appcount = 2;     // Count of AppManagers associated  
 time(&assigned_timeslot); 
 
 ifstream authfilein;   // Reader Authentication file  
 int   reader_count=0; 
 
 authfilein.open( auth_filename.c_str(), ios::in ); // Opens the file 
 
 if( !authfilein ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + auth_filename +  
   “ could not be opened” << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
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while ( (!authfilein.eof()) ) { // Read Reader Authentication file 

  authfilein >> list[reader_count].reader_id; 
  authfilein >> list[reader_count].password; // sets EOF flag if eof 
  reader_count++; 
 } 
 
 list[reader_count].reader_id = “\0”; 
 list[reader_count].password = “\0”; 
 
 authfilein.close(); 
 
 for (int i=0; i<60; i++) {    // Initialize table 
  table[i].serial  = “\0”;  
  table[i].password  = “\0”; 
  table[i].flag_sleep  = ‘\0’;   
  table[i].flag_kill  = ‘\0’;   
  table[i].timestamp  =   0 ;   
  table[i].reader_id  = “\0”;   
  table[i].appmanager_id = “\0”;   
 } 
 
 for (i=0; i<150; i++) {     // Initialize logger 
  log[i].timestamp  =   0 ; 
  log[i].device_id  = “\0”; 
  log[i].log_entry  = “\0”; 
 } 
 
 for (i=0; i<60; i++) {     // Initialize dklog 
  dklog[i].serial  = “\0”;  
  dklog[i].flag_sleep  = ‘\0’; 
  dklog[i].password  = “\0”; 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of HomeManager 
// Read from AppManager 
int HomeManager::appManagerRead  ( string appmanager_id ) 
{ 
 int   i, j, insert, table_end, tag_count;  // Counters 
 AppManager *appmanager; 
 
 if (appmanager_id == (*appmanager1).appmanager_id) 
  appmanager = appmanager1; 
 else if (appmanager_id == (*appmanager2).appmanager_id) 
  appmanager = appmanager2; 
 else { 
  logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, homemanager_id,  
      appmanager_id+” is not a recognized Application 
Manager.”); 
  return 1; 
 } 
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 // Get AppManager to read tags via its Readers 
 (*appmanager).refreshTable(); 
 
 i=0; 
 j=0; 
 
 while (table[i].serial != “\0”)    // Find end of table 
  i++; 
  
 table_end = i; 
 insert = table_end; 
 i = 0; 
   
 // Find number of tags to enter 
 while ((*appmanager).table[j].serial != “\0”)  
  j++; 
 
 tag_count = j; 
 j = 0; 
 
 for (j=0; j<tag_count; j++) { 
  for (i=0; i<table_end; i++) { // Check if tag is in table 
   // If tag is already in table, update entry 
   if ( table[i].serial == (*appmanager).table[j].serial ){ 
    table[i].flag_kill = (*appmanager).table[j].flag_kill; 
    table[i].flag_sleep= (*appmanager).table[j].flag_sleep; 
    table[i].timestamp = (*appmanager).table[j].timestamp; 
    table[i].reader_id = (*appmanager).table[j].reader_id; 
    table[i].appmanager_id = 

(*appmanager).table[j].appmanager_id; 
    table[i].homemanager_id = homemanager_id; 
    j++; 
   } 
  } 
  // If not in table, add entry at the end of table 
  table[insert].serial  = (*appmanager).table[j].serial; 
  table[insert].flag_kill  = (*appmanager).table[j].flag_kill; 
  table[insert].flag_sleep = (*appmanager).table[j].flag_sleep; 
  table[insert].timestamp  = (*appmanager).table[j].timestamp; 
  table[insert].reader_id  = (*appmanager).table[j].reader_id; 
  table[insert].appmanager_id = (*appmanager).table[j].appmanager_id; 
  table[insert].homemanager_id = homemanager_id; 
 
  insert++; // Change insert to new end of table 
 } 
 
 logEvents(time(NULL), appmanager_id, homemanager_id, 
     “Data read from “+appmanager_id+”.”); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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// Function of Home Manager class 
// Lookup tag’s information on ONS 
int HomeManager::onsLookup   ( string serial ) 
{ 
 int  return_value; 
 int  i = 0; 
  
 string epcmanager = “\0”;  // EPC Manager value 
 string objectclass = “\0”;  // Object Class 
 string info  = “\0”;  // Misc information about the tag 
 
 return_value = (*igateway).hm_to_internet_ONS(serial, epcmanager,  
  objectclass, info); 
 
 if (return_value == 0) {  // If ONS lookup is successful 
  // Scroll through the table to find the needed record 
  while ( (table[i].serial != serial) &&  
    (table[i].serial != “\0”) ) 
   i++; 
  if (table[i].serial == serial) {  
   // If tag record found, copy data 
   table[i].epcmanager  = epcmanager; 
   table[i].objectclass = objectclass; 
   table[i].info   = info; 
    
   return_value = 0; // Return success 
  } 
  else 
   return_value = 1; // Return fail 
 } 
 
 // Log event 
 if (return_value == 0) 
  logEvents( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id,  
       “ONS lookup performed for tag <”+serial+”>.” ); 
 else 
  logEvents( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id,  
       “ONS lookup failed for tag <”+serial+”>.” ); 
 
 return return_value; 
 
} 
 
// Function of HomeManager class 
// Authenticate Reader 
// Returns 0 if authenticated 
//     1 if not authenticated 
int HomeManager::authenticateReader ( string reader_id,  
           string password ) 
{ 
 int  return_value = 1; 
 int  i, j = 0;  // Counter 
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 while ( list[j].reader_id != “\0” ) { 
  j++; 
 } 
 
 for (i=0; (i<j)&&(return_value!=0); i++) { 
  if ( (list[i].reader_id == reader_id) &&  
    (list[i].password == password) ) { 
   return_value = 0; 
  } 
  else { 
   return_value = 1; 
  } 
 } 
 
 return return_value; 
} 
 
// Function of HomeManager 
// Log events from AppManagers 
int HomeManager::logEvents  ( time_t timestamp, 
          string device_id,  
          string caller_id, 
          string log_entry ) 
{ 
 fstream logfile;  
 int  i = 0;      // Counter 
 struct tm * timeinfo; 
 char time[30]; 
 
 while (log[i].device_id != “\0”) // Find end of logger 
  i++; 
 
 log[i].timestamp = timestamp; // Write log entry 
 log[i].device_id = device_id; 
 log[i].caller_id = caller_id; 
 log[i].log_entry = log_entry; 
 
 // Open log file for writing 
 logfile.open( log_filename.c_str(), ios::out | ios::app );  
 
 if( !logfile ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + log_filename +  
   “ could not be opened” << endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 
 timeinfo = localtime ( &timestamp );  // Convert time to localtime 
 strftime(time,30,”%x:%X”, timeinfo);  // Format time 
 
 // Write log entry to file 
 logfile << “-------------------------------“  << endl; 
 logfile << time     << “ “;  
 logfile << log[i].device_id  << endl; 
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 logfile << log[i].caller_id  << endl; 
 logfile << log[i].log_entry  << endl;   
 
 cout << con::fg_red  << time; 
 cout << con::fg_green << “ “; 
 cout << log[i].caller_id<< “/” << log[i].device_id << “: “; 
 cout <<  log[i].log_entry<< endl; 
 
 logfile.close(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Home Manager 
// Display tag information table 
int HomeManager::displayTable  ( void ) 
{ 
 int  i; 
 struct tm * timeinfo; 
 char time[30]; 
 
 // Display all tags 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial != “\0”; i++) {  
  if (i%25 == 0) { // Every 10 lines print header 
   cout << con::fg_red << setfill(‘-‘) << setw(123) << “-“ << endl; 
   cout << setfill(‘ ‘) << setw(9) << “Serial”; 
   cout << setw(9) << “Password”; 
   cout << setw(19) << “Timestamp”; 
   cout << setw(4) << “K/S”; 
   cout << setw(18) << “Item”; 
   cout << setw(18) << “Manufacturer”; 
   cout << setw(25) << “Info”; 
   cout << setw(10) << “ReaderID”; 
   cout << setw(13) << “AppManagerID” << endl; 
   cout << setfill(‘-‘)<<setw(123)<< “-“ << con::fg_green << endl; 
  } 
  cout << setfill(‘ ‘) << setw(9) << table[i].serial; 
  cout << setw(9) << table[i].password; 
   // Convert time to localtime 
   timeinfo = localtime ( &(table[i].timestamp) );  
   strftime(time,30,”%x:%X”, timeinfo); // Format time 
  cout << setw(19)<< time; 
  cout << setw(1) << table[i].flag_kill  << “/”;  
  cout << setw(1) << table[i].flag_sleep  << “ “; 
  cout << setw(18)<< table[i].objectclass; 
  cout << setw(18)<< table[i].epcmanager; 
  cout << setw(25)<< table[i].info; 
  cout << setw(10)<< table[i].reader_id; 
  cout << setw(5) << table[i].appmanager_id << endl; 
 }  
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 cout << con::fg_white; 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of HomeManager class 
// Send a command to a Tag  
// Returns 0 if command is successfully sent, 1 if not 
int HomeManager::sendCommand ( string  command,  
         string  serial ) 
{ 
 int  i, table_end;  // Counters  
 int  return_value; 
 int  exit_for_loop = 0; 
 
 i=0; 
 
 while (table[i].serial != “\0”)    // Find end of table 
  i++; 
   
 table_end = i; 
 i = 0; 
  
 // Check if tag is in table 
 for (i=0; i<table_end && exit_for_loop!=1; i++) {  
  // If tag is already in table 
  if ( table[i].serial == serial ){ 
   exit_for_loop = 1; // Set exit flag for For loop 
 
   if ( table[i].password != “\0”) { // If password is known 
 
   // Check what AppManager is associated with the tag 
 
   // If appmanager1 
   if ( table[i].appmanager_id == (*appmanager1).appmanager_id) {  
     
    // Send command to appmanager 
    return_value = (*appmanager1).sendCommand(command, serial,  
     table[i].password); 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id, 
       “Sent command to tag “+serial+”.”); 
   } 
    
   // If appmanager2 
   else if(table[i].appmanager_id==(*appmanager2).appmanager_id) { 
     

// Send command to appmanager 
    return_value = (*appmanager2).sendCommand(command, serial,  
     table[i].password); 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id, 
       “Sent command to tag “+serial+”.”); 
   } 
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else { 
    return_value = 1; // AppManager not recognized 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id, 
       “Could not send command to tag “+serial+ 
       “. AppManager not recognized.”); 
   }    
   } 
   else { // If password not known 
    logEvents ( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id, 
      “Could not send command to tag “+serial+ 
      “. Tag password not known.”); 
    return_value = 1; 
   } 
  } 
  else { 
   return_value = 1; 
  } 
 } 
 
 if ( exit_for_loop == 0 ) { // If tag was not found in HomeManager table 
  logEvents ( time(NULL), homemanager_id, homemanager_id,  
     “Could not send command to tag “+serial+ 
     “. Could not find tag.”); 
 } 
 
 return return_value; 
} 
 
 
// Function of HomeManager class 
// Update tag password 
int HomeManager::updatePassword  ( string  serial, 
           string  password ) 
{ 
 int i; 
 int exit=FALSE; 
 
 // Parse table of tags 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0” && exit!=TRUE; i++) {  
  if (table[i].serial == serial) { // If tag found 
   table[i].password = password; // Set password 
   exit = TRUE;     // Exit loop 
  } 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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// Function of HomeManager class 
// Update tag data 
int HomeManager::updateTagData  ( string  serial, 
          char  flag_sleep, 
          char  flag_kill, 
          string  device_id, 
          string  caller_id, 
          time_t  timestamp ) 
{ 
 int i; 
 int exit=FALSE; 
 
 // Parse table of tags 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0” && exit!=TRUE; i++) {  
  if (table[i].serial == serial) { // If tag found 
   table[i].flag_sleep  = flag_sleep; // Update flag_sleep 
   table[i].flag_kill  = flag_kill; // Update flag_kill 
   table[i].reader_id  = device_id; // Update reader_id 
   table[i].appmanager_id = caller_id; // Update appmanager_id 
   table[i].timestamp  = timestamp; // Update timestamp 
   exit = TRUE;     // Exit loop 
  } 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
 
// Function of HomeManager class 
// Update doorkeeping table 
int HomeManager::updateDKTable  ( string  serial, 
          string  password, 
          char  flag_sleep ) 
{ 
 int i, x; 
 int entry_found = FALSE; 
 
 // Parse doorkeeping log to search for tag entry 
 for (i=0; (dklog[i].serial!=”\0”) && (entry_found != TRUE); i++) {  
 
  if (dklog[i].serial == serial) { // If tag entry found 
    
   entry_found = TRUE;   // Set found flag 
 
   if (flag_sleep == ‘Y’) { // If tag was put to sleep 
    dklog[i].flag_sleep = ‘Y’; // Set sleep flag 
    dklog[i].password = password; 
   } 
   else {     // If tag was unset from sleep 
    dklog[i].serial  = “\0”; // Delete entry 
    dklog[i].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
    dklog[i].password = “\0”; 
    for (x=i; x<59; x++) {  // Shift other tag records up 
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     dklog[x].serial  = dklog[x+1].serial;  
     dklog[x].flag_sleep = dklog[x+1].flag_sleep; 
     dklog[x].password = dklog[x+1].password; 
    } 
    dklog[59].serial  = “\0”; // Delete last entry 
    dklog[59].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
    dklog[59].password  = “\0”; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 // If tag entry was not found 
 if ((entry_found == FALSE)&&(flag_sleep == ‘Y’)) { 
  i=0; 
  // Find empty block to put tag info 
  while ((dklog[i].serial!=”\0”)&&(i<60))  
   i++; 
  dklog[i].serial  = serial; 
  dklog[i].password = password; 
  dklog[i].flag_sleep = flag_sleep; 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
}
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: doorkeeper.h 
// Definitions for Doorkeeper component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_DOORKEEPER_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_DOORKEEPER_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
//Forward declarations 
class HomeManager; 
class Tag; 
 
class Doorkeeper {   // Definition of Doorkeeper Class 
 
 string  doorkeeper_id;  // Doorkeeper’s unique ID 
 Tag   *enter_tag;  // Tags entering the doorkeeper 
 Tag   *exit_tag;  // Tags exiting the doorkeeper 
 HomeManager *homemanager;  // HomeManager object  
 
 string  policy_filename; // File listing Doorkeeper policy 
   
 struct data { 
    string serial; // Unique serial number 
    string password; // Tag’s password 
    char flag_sleep; // On if tag is asleep 
    char flag_kill; // On if tag is killed 
 };   
 struct rules { 
   string tag_type;  // Type of tag 
   char  flag_sleep;// On if tag should be put in sleep mode 
 }; 
 struct data  table[60]; // Tags known to doorkeeper 
 struct rules  policy[20]; // Policy for doorkeeper 
  
public: 
 // Public functions declarations  
 
 // Initialize Doorkeeper object 
 int  init    ( string  doorkeeper_id_in,  
         HomeManager &homemanager_in, 
         Tag  &enter_tag_in, 
         Tag  &exit_tag_in ); 
 // Procedure for when tags enter Home 
 int  enter   ( void ); 
 
 // Procedure for when tags exit Home 
 int  exit    ( void ); 
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_DOORKEEPER_H
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: doorkeeper.cpp 
// Code for Doorkeeper component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#include “doorkeeper.h” 
 
// Function of Doorkeeper class 
// Initialize Doorkeeper object 
int Doorkeeper::init   ( string  doorkeeper_id_in,  
         HomeManager &homemanager_in, 
         Tag  &enter_tag_in, 
         Tag  &exit_tag_in ) 
{ 
 doorkeeper_id = doorkeeper_id_in; 
 homemanager = &homemanager_in; 
 enter_tag  = &enter_tag_in; 
 exit_tag  = &exit_tag_in; 
 
 policy_filename = (*homemanager).doorkeeper_filename; 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Doorkeeper class 
// Procedure for when tags exit Home 
int Doorkeeper::exit  ( void ) 
{ 
 ifstream policyfile; 
 int   tag_count=0, p_count=0; 
 int   i=0, j=0; 
 int   policy_match = FALSE;  // Flag 
 string  separator; 
 
 if ((*exit_tag).readTagFile() == 0) { // If tags can be read 
 
  while ((*exit_tag).tag_list[i].serial != “\0”) {  
   if ( ( (*exit_tag).tag_list[i].flag_sleep == ‘Y’) ||  
    ( (*exit_tag).tag_list[i].flag_kill == ‘Y’) ) { 
   // If tag is in kill/sleep mode, move to next tag 
    i++; 
   } 
   else { // Copy tag data into local array 
    table[j].serial = (*exit_tag).tag_list[i].serial; 
    table[j].flag_sleep = (*exit_tag).tag_list[i].flag_sleep; 
    table[j].flag_kill = (*exit_tag).tag_list[i].flag_kill; 
    i++; // Increment counters 
    j++; 
   } 
  } 
 
  table[j].serial = “\0”; 
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  table[j].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
  table[j].flag_kill = ‘\0’; 
 } 
 
 policyfile.open( policy_filename.c_str() ); // Opens the file 
  
 if( !policyfile ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ + policy_filename + “ could not be opened”  
   << endl; 
  return 1; 
 } 
 
 while ( (!policyfile.eof()) ) { // Keep reading until end-of-file 
  policyfile >> policy[p_count].tag_type; 
  policyfile >> policy[p_count].flag_sleep; 
  policyfile >> separator; 
  p_count++; 
 } 
 
 policy[p_count].tag_type =”\0”; 
 policy[p_count].flag_sleep =’\0’; 
  
 policyfile.close();  
 
 p_count--; 
 
 // Get tag passwords from HomeManager  
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0”; i++) { // Parse tag table 
  for (j=0; (*homemanager).table[j].serial!=”\0”; j++) { 
   if ( (*homemanager).table[j].serial == table[i].serial ) { 
    // If tag found in HomeManager table, get password 
    table[i].password = (*homemanager).table[j].password; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0”; i++) { // Parse through tags in table 
   
  // Search if tag has an associated policy 
  for (j=0; j<p_count && policy_match!=TRUE; j++) {  
    
   // If policy found (if tag manufacturer and type matches) 
   if ( (table[i].serial[0] == policy[j].tag_type[0]) && 
    (table[i].serial[1] == policy[j].tag_type[1]) ) { 
     
    policy_match = TRUE; // Tag matched a policy 
     
    // If policy is to put tag to sleep 
    if (policy[j].flag_sleep == ‘Y’) { 
      
     // Sleep the tag 
     if ((*exit_tag).sleep( 

table[i].serial, table[i].password) == 0){ 
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      // If tag could be put to sleep 
      table[i].flag_sleep = ‘Y’;  
      (*homemanager).updateDKTable(table[i].serial,  
       table[i].password, table[i].flag_sleep); 
      //Update HomeManager table with new tag data 
      (*homemanager).updateTagData(table[i].serial,’Y’, 

’N’, doorkeeper_id, “\0”, time(NULL)); 
      // Log event 
      (*homemanager).logEvents(time(NULL),  

doorkeeper_id, doorkeeper_id,  
“Tag “+table[i].serial+ 

       “ exited home.”+ 
       “ Policy applied. Tag put in sleep mode.”);  
     } 
 
     else { // If tag could not be put to sleep 
      table[i].flag_sleep = ‘N’;  
      (*homemanager).updateDKTable(table[i].serial,  
       table[i].password, table[i].flag_sleep); 
      // Update HomeManager table with new tag data  

(*homemanager).updateTagData(table[i].serial,’N’, 
’N’, doorkeeper_id, “\0”, time(NULL)); 

      // Log event 
      (*homemanager).logEvents(time(NULL),  

doorkeeper_id, doorkeeper_id,  
“Tag “+table[i].serial+ 

       “ exited home.”+ 
          “ Policy not applied.  

Tag not put in sleep mode.”); 
     } // else 
    } // if 
    // If policy is to not put tag to sleep 
 
    else {  
     table[i].flag_sleep = ‘N’;  
     (*homemanager).updateDKTable(table[i].serial,  
      table[i].password, table[i].flag_sleep); 
     // Update HomeManager table to reflect new tag data 
     (*homemanager).updateTagData(table[i].serial, ‘N’,  

‘N’, doorkeeper_id, “\0”, time(NULL)); 
     // Log event 
     (*homemanager).logEvents(time(NULL), doorkeeper_id, 
      doorkeeper_id, “Tag “+table[i].serial+ 

” exited home. Policy applied. Tag was not put in  
sleep mode.”); 

    } 
   } // if 
    
  } // for 
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// If policy not found for tag 
  if (policy_match != TRUE) { 
 
   table[i].flag_sleep = ‘N’;  
   (*homemanager).updateDKTable( table[i].serial,  
          table[i].password, 
          table[i].flag_sleep); 
   // Update HomeManager table to reflect new tag data 
   (*homemanager).updateTagData(table[i].serial, ‘N’, ‘N’,  
    doorkeeper_id, “\0”, time(NULL)); 
   // Log event 
   (*homemanager).logEvents(time(NULL), doorkeeper_id, 
    doorkeeper_id, “Tag “+table[i].serial+” exited home.”+ 
    “ No policy found for tag.”); 
  } 
  policy_match = FALSE; 
 
 } // for 
 
 // Reset tag table 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0”; i++) { 
  table[i].serial  = “\0”; 
  table[i].password = “\0”; 
  table[i].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
  table[i].flag_kill = ‘\0’; 
 } 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// Function of Doorkeeper class 
// Procedure for when tags enter Home 
int Doorkeeper::enter  ( void ) 
{ 
 int   i=0, j=0; 
 string  separator; 
 Tag   *tag; 
 
 string  serial_; 
 string  password_; 
 
 tag = enter_tag; 
 
 if ((*tag).readTagFile() == 0) { // If tags can be read 
 
  while ((*tag).tag_list[i].serial != “\0”) {  
   if (((*tag).tag_list[i].flag_sleep == ‘Y’) ||  
    ((*tag).tag_list[i].flag_kill == ‘Y’)) { 
   // If tag is in kill/sleep mode, move to next tag 
    i++; 
   } 
   else { // Copy tag data into local array 
    table[j].serial  = (*tag).tag_list[i].serial; 
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    table[j].flag_sleep = (*tag).tag_list[i].flag_sleep; 
    table[j].flag_kill = (*tag).tag_list[i].flag_kill; 
    i++; // Increment counters 
    j++; 
   } 
  } 
  table[j].serial = “\0”; 
  table[j].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
  table[j].flag_kill = ‘\0’; 
 } 
 
 // Get tag passwords from HomeManager 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0”; i++) { // Parse tag table 
  for (j=0; (*homemanager).table[j].serial!=”\0”; j++) { 
   if ( (*homemanager).table[j].serial == table[i].serial ) { 
    // If tag found in HomeManager table, get password 
    table[i].password = (*homemanager).table[j].password; 
   } 
  } 
 }    
  
 i=0; 
 
 // Parse through tags in HomeManager’s doorkeeping log 
 while( (*homemanager).dklog[i].serial!=”\0” ) {  
   
  // If tag was put to sleep 
  if ((*homemanager).dklog[i].flag_sleep == ‘Y’) {  
    
   serial_  = (*homemanager).dklog[i].serial; 
   password_ = (*homemanager).dklog[i].password; 
 
   // If tag can be woken from sleep mode 
   if ( (*tag).unsleep(serial_, password_) == 0) { 
 
    i--; //Reset counter 
 
    (*homemanager).updateDKTable(serial_, password_, ‘N’); 
 
    // Update HomeManager table to reflect new tag data 
    (*homemanager).updateTagData(serial_, ‘N’, ‘N’,  
     doorkeeper_id, “\0”, time(NULL)); 
    (*homemanager).logEvents(time(NULL), doorkeeper_id,  
     doorkeeper_id, “Tag “+serial_+ 
     “ entered home.”+” Tag woken up from sleep mode.”); 
   } 
  } 
  else { 
   // Move to next entry in HomeManager’s doorkeeping log 
  } 
  i++; 
 } 
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// Log all tags entering doorkeeper 

 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0”; i++) { // Parse tag table 
  (*homemanager).logEvents(time(NULL), doorkeeper_id, doorkeeper_id, 
         “Tag “+table[i].serial+” entered 
home.”); 
 } 
 
 // Reset tag table 
 for (i=0; table[i].serial!=”\0”; i++) { 
  table[i].serial  = “\0”; 
  table[i].password = “\0”; 
  table[i].flag_sleep = ‘\0’; 
  table[i].flag_kill = ‘\0’; 
 } 
  
 return 0; 
} 
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: igateway.h 
// Definitions for Internet Gateway component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_IGATEWAY_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_IGATEWAY_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
// Forward Declarations 
class HomeManager; 
class Internet; 
 
class Igateway { // Definition of Igateway Class 
  
 string  igateway_id;  // Igateway’s unique ID 
  
 struct data { 
    string serial;  // Unique serial number 
    string epcmanager; // Tag’s EPC Manager 
    string objectclass; // Tag’s Object Class 
    string info;  // Tag’s misc information 
 }; 
 
 HomeManager *homemanager; // HomeManager object associated w/ Igateway 
 Internet  *internet; // Internet object associated with Igateway 
 
 
public: 
  
 // Public function declarations  
  
 // Initialize Internet Gateway 
 int  init    ( string  igateway_id_in,  
         HomeManager &homemanager_in, 
         Internet &internet_in );  
 
 int  hm_to_internet_ONS ( string  &serial, 
         string  &epcmanager, 
         string  &objectclass, 
         string  &info ); 
  
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_IGATEWAY_H
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: igateway.h 
// Code for Internet Gateway component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#include “igateway.h” 
 
// Initialize Internet Gateway 
int Igateway::init  ( string  igateway_id_in,  
       HomeManager &homemanager_in, 
       Internet &internet_in ) 
{ 
 igateway_id = igateway_id_in; 
 homemanager = &homemanager_in; 
 internet  = &internet_in; 
 
 return 0; 
 
} 
 
// Function of Igateway Class 
// Transfers lookup query and answer between Home Manager to the Internet 
// Returns 0 if lookup is successful from Internet, 1 otherwise 
int Igateway::hm_to_internet_ONS( string  &serial, 
       string  &epcmanager, 
       string  &objectclass, 
       string  &info ) 
{ 
 int return_value; 
  
 return_value = (*internet).ONS( serial, epcmanager, objectclass, info ); 
 
 return return_value; 
 
}
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: internet.h 
// Definitions for Internet component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#ifndef INCLUSION_GUARD_INTERNET_H 
#define INCLUSION_GUARD_INTERNET_H 
 
#include “rfidglobal.h” 
 
// Forward Declarations 
class Igateway; 
 
class Internet { // Definition of Internet Class 
  
 string  internet_id;   // Internet’s unique ID 
 
 string  ons_file;    // File used for ONS lookups 
  
 struct data { 
    string serial;  // Unique serial number 
    string epcmanager; // Tag’s EPC Manager 
    string objectclass; // Tag’s Object Class 
    string info;  // Other information about the tag 
 }; 
 
 Igateway *igateway;    // Internet Gateway object  
 
 // Read the ONS file to memory 
 int  readONS    ( void ); 
 
public: 
  
 struct data table[60];  // Table of tags controlled by Internet 
   
 // Public function declarations  
  
 // Initialize Internet 
 int  init    ( string  internet_id_in, 
         string  ons_file_in, 
         Igateway &igateway_in );  
 // Lookup tag info on ONS 
 int  ONS    ( string  &serial, 
         string  &epcmanager, 
         string  &objectclass, 
         string  &info ); 
  
}; 
 
#endif // INCLUSION_GUARD_INTERNET_H
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//*************************************************************************** 
// File: internet.cpp 
// Code for Internet component  
// Shantanu Rao 
//*************************************************************************** 
 
#include “internet.h” 
 
// Function of Internet Class 
// Initialize Internet  
int Internet::init  ( string  internet_id_in, 
       string  ons_file_in, 
       Igateway  &igateway_in ) 
{ 
 internet_id = internet_id_in; // Internet’s unique ID 
 ons_file  = ons_file_in;  // File used for ONS lookups 
 igateway  = &igateway_in; // Associated Internet Gateway object 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
 
// Function of Internet Class 
// Lookup tag info on ONS 
// Returns 0 if lookup is successful, 1 otherwise 
int Internet::ONS  ( string  &serial, 
       string  &epcmanager, 
       string  &objectclass, 
       string  &info ) 
{ 
 int  i=0; 
 int  return_value; 
 
 if (readONS()==1)  // If file cannot be read 
  return_value = 1; // Return fail 
 else { 
 
  // Scroll through the table to find the needed record 
  while ( (table[i].serial != serial) &&  
    (table[i].serial != “\0”) ) 
   i++; 
  if (table[i].serial == serial) {  
   // If tag record found, copy data 
   epcmanager = table[i].epcmanager; 
   objectclass = table[i].objectclass; 
   info  = table[i].info; 
    
   return_value = 0; // Return success 
  } 
  else 
   return_value = 1; // Return fail 
 } 
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 return return_value; 
} 
  
// Function of Internet Class 
// Read the ONS file to memory 
// Returns 0 if file is read successfully, 1 otherwise 
int Internet::readONS   ( void ) 
{ 
 ifstream onsfilein;   // ONS file  
 int   count=0; 
 
 onsfilein.open( ons_file.c_str(), ios::in ); // Opens the file 
 
 if( !onsfilein ) { // If file cannot be opened 
  cout << “Error: file “ << ons_file << “ could not be opened” << 
endl; 
  exit(1); 
 } 
  
 // Read Reader Authentication file 
 while ( !onsfilein.eof() ) {  
  getline(onsfilein, table[count].serial, ‘;’); 
  getline(onsfilein, table[count].epcmanager, ‘;’);  
  getline(onsfilein, table[count].objectclass, ‘;’); 
  getline(onsfilein, table[count].info); 
  count++; 
 } 
 
 table[count].serial   = “\0”; 
 table[count].epcmanager  = “\0”; 
 table[count].objectclass = “\0”; 
 table[count].info   = “\0”; 
 
 onsfilein.close(); 
  
 return 0; 
} 
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//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// Console.h: interface for the Console manipulators. 
// Source: http://www.codeproject.com/cpp/AddColorConsole.asp 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
#if !defined( CONSOLE_MANIP_H__INCLUDED ) 
#define CONSOLE_MANIP_H__INCLUDED 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
//---------------------------------------------------------------"includes"-- 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
#include <windows.h> 
 
namespace JadedHoboConsole 
{ 
    static const WORD bgMask( BACKGROUND_BLUE      |  
                              BACKGROUND_GREEN     |  
                              BACKGROUND_RED       |  
                              BACKGROUND_INTENSITY   ); 
    static const WORD fgMask( FOREGROUND_BLUE      |  
                              FOREGROUND_GREEN     |  
                              FOREGROUND_RED       |  
                              FOREGROUND_INTENSITY   ); 
     
    static const WORD fgBlack    ( 0 );  
    static const WORD fgLoRed    ( FOREGROUND_RED   );  
    static const WORD fgLoGreen  ( FOREGROUND_GREEN );  
    static const WORD fgLoBlue   ( FOREGROUND_BLUE  );  
    static const WORD fgLoCyan   ( fgLoGreen   | fgLoBlue );  
    static const WORD fgLoMagenta( fgLoRed     | fgLoBlue );  
    static const WORD fgLoYellow ( fgLoRed     | fgLoGreen );  
    static const WORD fgLoWhite  ( fgLoRed     | fgLoGreen | fgLoBlue );  
    static const WORD fgGray     ( fgBlack     | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiWhite  ( fgLoWhite   | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiBlue   ( fgLoBlue    | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiGreen  ( fgLoGreen   | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiRed    ( fgLoRed     | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiCyan   ( fgLoCyan    | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiMagenta( fgLoMagenta | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD fgHiYellow ( fgLoYellow  | FOREGROUND_INTENSITY ); 
    static const WORD bgBlack    ( 0 );  
    static const WORD bgLoRed    ( BACKGROUND_RED   );  
    static const WORD bgLoGreen  ( BACKGROUND_GREEN );  
    static const WORD bgLoBlue   ( BACKGROUND_BLUE  );  
    static const WORD bgLoCyan   ( bgLoGreen   | bgLoBlue );  
    static const WORD bgLoMagenta( bgLoRed     | bgLoBlue );  
    static const WORD bgLoYellow ( bgLoRed     | bgLoGreen );  
    static const WORD bgLoWhite  ( bgLoRed     | bgLoGreen | bgLoBlue );  
    static const WORD bgGray     ( bgBlack     | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD bgHiWhite  ( bgLoWhite   | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD bgHiBlue   ( bgLoBlue    | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
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    static const WORD bgHiGreen  ( bgLoGreen   | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD bgHiRed    ( bgLoRed     | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD bgHiCyan   ( bgLoCyan    | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD bgHiMagenta( bgLoMagenta | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY );  
    static const WORD bgHiYellow ( bgLoYellow  | BACKGROUND_INTENSITY ); 
     
    static class con_dev 
    { 
        private: 
        HANDLE                      hCon; 
        DWORD                       cCharsWritten;  
        CONSOLE_SCREEN_BUFFER_INFO  csbi;  
        DWORD                       dwConSize; 
 
        public: 
        con_dev()  
        {  
            hCon = GetStdHandle( STD_OUTPUT_HANDLE ); 
        } 
        private: 
        void GetInfo() 
        { 
            GetConsoleScreenBufferInfo( hCon, &csbi ); 
            dwConSize = csbi.dwSize.X * csbi.dwSize.Y;  
        } 
        public: 
        void Clear() 
        { 
            COORD coordScreen = { 0, 0 }; 
             
            GetInfo();  
            FillConsoleOutputCharacter( hCon, TEXT(' '), 
                                        dwConSize,  
                                        coordScreen, 
                                        &cCharsWritten );  
            GetInfo();  
            FillConsoleOutputAttribute( hCon, 
                                        csbi.wAttributes, 
                                        dwConSize, 
                                        coordScreen, 
                                        &cCharsWritten );  
            SetConsoleCursorPosition( hCon, coordScreen );  
        } 
        void SetColor( WORD wRGBI, WORD Mask ) 
        { 
            GetInfo(); 
            csbi.wAttributes &= Mask;  
            csbi.wAttributes |= wRGBI;  
            SetConsoleTextAttribute( hCon, csbi.wAttributes ); 
        } 
    } console; 
     
    inline std::ostream& clr( std::ostream& os ) 
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    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.Clear(); 
        return os; 
    }; 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_red( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiRed, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_green( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiGreen, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_blue( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiBlue, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_white( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiWhite, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_cyan( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiCyan, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_magenta( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiMagenta, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
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    inline std::ostream& fg_yellow( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgHiYellow, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_black( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgBlack, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& fg_gray( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( fgGray, bgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_red( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiRed, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_green( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiGreen, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_blue( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiBlue, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_white( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiWhite, fgMask ); 
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        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_cyan( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiCyan, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_magenta( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiMagenta, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_yellow( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgHiYellow, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_black( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgBlack, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
     
    inline std::ostream& bg_gray( std::ostream& os ) 
    { 
        os.flush(); 
        console.SetColor( bgGray, fgMask ); 
         
        return os; 
    } 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#endif //!defined ( CONSOLE_MANIP_H__INCLUDED ) 
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SOURCE CODE FOR SIMULATION TESTS 
 
 

// ************************************************************************** 
// File: RFID_Application.cpp 
// Program to test the simulated system based on the RFID architecture 
// proposed by Shantanu Rao. 
// ************************************************************************** 
 
#include "rfidglobal.h" 
 
// Definitions  
// Objects in the Home Domain  
 
Tag   tag1; // List of tags in the range of reader1 
Reader  reader1; // Reader associated with Fridge 
Blocker  blocker1; // Blocker associated with reader1 
 
Tag   tag2; // List of tags in the range of reader2 
Reader  reader2; // Reader associated with Fridge 
Blocker  blocker2; // Blocker associated with reader2 
 
AppManager Fridge; // Application Manager controlling reader1 & reader2 
 
Tag   tag3;  // List of tags in the range of reader3 
Reader  reader3; // Reader associated with Bookshelf 
Blocker  blocker3; // Blocker associated with reader3 
 
AppManager Bookshelf;// Application Manager controlling reader3 
 
HomeManager homemanager;// Home Manager 
 
Tag   tag_enter;// List of tags entering through the doorkeeper 
Tag   tag_exit; // List of tags exiting through the doorkeeper 
Doorkeeper dkeeper1; // Doorkeeper 
 
IGateway igateway;  // Internet Gateway 
Internet internet;  // Internet 
 
Reader  readerx; // Rogue reader 
 
 
int initializeObjects ( void ); 
int process1   ( void ); 
int process2   ( void ); 
int process3   ( void ); 
int process4   ( void ); 
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int main ()  
{ 
  
 // Screen output format settings 
 
 cout.setf(ios_base::left); 
 cout << con::fg_white << con::bg_black << endl; 
 
 cout << endl << "PRESS ENTER TO RUN: <Initializing objects> PROCESS "; 
 getchar(); 
 
 // Initializing objects 
 initializeObjects(); 
 
 cout << endl << "PRESS ENTER TO RUN: <Reader authentication> PROCESS "; 
 getchar(); 
 
 // Reader authentication 
 process1(); 
 
 cout << endl << "PRESS ENTER TO RUN: <Sending commands to tags> PROCESS"; 
 getchar(); 
 
 // Sending commands to tags 
 process2(); 
 
 cout << endl <<  

"PRESS ENTER TO RUN: <ONS lookups by Home Manager> PROCESS"; 
 getchar(); 
 
 // ONS lookups by Home Manager 
 process3(); 
 
 cout << endl << "PRESS ENTER TO RUN: <Doorkeeping> PROCESS"; 
 getchar(); 
 
 // Doorkeeping 
 process4(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to exit..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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int initializeObjects() 
{ 
 cout << con::bg_black; 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80)  << "-" << endl; 
 cout << "Initializing objects"  << endl; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80)  << "-" << endl; 
 cout << "All objects to be used in the system are initialized." << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << con::bg_black; 
 cout << setfill('.'); 
  
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "tag1"; 
 cout << "List of tags in the range of reader1" << endl; 
 tag1.init("tagfile1.txt"); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "blocker1"; 
 cout << "Blocker associated with reader1"   << endl; 
 blocker1.init("blocker1", reader1, Fridge); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "reader1"; 
 cout << "Reader associated with Fridge"  << endl; 
 reader1.init("reader1", "password1", tag1, blocker1, Fridge); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "tag2"; 
 cout << "List of tags in the range of reader2" << endl; 
 tag2.init("tagfile2.txt"); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "blocker2"; 
 cout << "Blocker associated with reader2"   << endl; 
 blocker2.init("blocker2", reader2, Fridge); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "reader2"; 
 cout << "Reader associated with Fridge"  << endl; 
 reader2.init("reader2", "password2", tag2, blocker2, Fridge); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "Fridge"; 
 cout << "Application Manager controlling reader1 and reader2" << endl; 
 Fridge.init("Fridge", "appmanager1.log", reader1, blocker1,  
  reader2, blocker2, homemanager); 
 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "tag3"; 
 cout << "List of tags in the range of reader3" << endl; 
 tag3.init("tagfile3.txt"); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "blocker3"; 
 cout << "Blocker associated with reader3"  << endl; 
 blocker3.init("blocker3", reader3, Bookshelf); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "reader3"; 
 cout << "Reader associated with Bookshelf"  << endl; 
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reader3.init("reader3", "password3", tag3, blocker3, Bookshelf); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "Bookshelf"; 
 cout << "Application Manager controlling reader3" << endl; 

Bookshelf.init("Bookshelf", "appmanager2.log", reader3, blocker3, 
       homemanager); 

 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "readerx"; 
 cout << "Rogue reader"        << endl; 
 readerx.init("readerx", "passwordx", tag1, blocker1, Fridge); 
 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "homemanager"; 
 cout << "Home Manager"        << endl; 
 homemanager.init("homemanager", "homemanager1.log",  

"readerauthentication.txt", "doorpolicy.txt", Fridge, Bookshelf, 
igateway); 

 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "tag_enter"; 
 cout << "List of tags entering through the doorkeeper"  << endl; 
 tag_enter.init("doorkeeper_entry.txt"); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "tag_exit"; 
 cout << "List of tags exiting through the doorkeeper"  << endl; 
 tag_exit.init("doorkeeper_exit.txt"); 
  
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "dkeeper1"; 
 cout << "Doorkeeper"        << endl; 
 dkeeper1.init("dkeeper1", homemanager, tag_enter, tag_exit); 
 
 cout << endl; 
  
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "igateway"; 
 cout << "Internet Gateway"       << endl; 
 igateway.init("igateway1", homemanager, internet); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white << setw(15) << "internet"; 
 cout << "Internet"         << endl; 
 internet.init("internet1", "ONSfile.txt", igateway); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
 
 
int process1 ( void ) 
{ 
 time_t time_x; 
 int  period; 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << "Authenticating readers"   << endl; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << setfill(' '); 
 
 cout << "Readers have to authenticate themselves with the Home "<< endl; 
 cout << "Manager via their Application Manager before they can "<< endl; 
 cout << "read in the Home Domain. Readers that are not authori-"<< endl; 
 cout << "zed by the Application Manager are blocked."   << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Request authentication for reader1 with the correct " << endl; 
 cout << "reader_id and password."         << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 reader1.getAuthenticated(); 
  
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Request authentication for reader2 with the correct   "<<endl; 
 cout << "reader_id and password."          <<endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 reader2.getAuthenticated(); 
  
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read tags with reader1"        <<endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 Fridge.readerRead("reader1"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Application Manager's data table. Note that " << endl; 
 cout << "reader1's tags should be in the table."     << en  
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
 
 

cout << endl; 
 Fridge.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read tags with reader2."      << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 Fridge.readerRead("reader2"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Application Manager's data table. Note that " << endl; 
 cout << "reader2's tags should be in the table."     << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 Fridge.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read reader1's tags with a rogue (unauthorized) readerx"<< endl; 
 cout << "trying to enter the Application Manager. This read" << endl; 
 cout << "attempt should fail."       << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 Fridge.readerRead("readerx"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read reader1's tags with a rogue (unauthorized) readerx"<< endl; 
 cout << "trying outside the Application Manager. This read"   << endl; 
 cout << "attempt should fail."            << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 time_x = time(NULL) + 1; 
 period = 1; 
 readerx.read(time_x, period); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Application Manager's data table. Note that " << endl; 
 cout << "no new tags should be in the table."      << endl; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
  
 

cout << endl; 
 Fridge.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Similarly for Application Manager 2... "   << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Request authentication for reader3 with the correct " << endl; 
 cout << "reader_id and password."         << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 reader3.getAuthenticated(); 
 
  
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read tags with reader3."          << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 Bookshelf.readerRead("reader3"); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display second Application Manager 's data table. " << endl; 
 cout << "Note that reader3's tags should be in the table." << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 Bookshelf.displayTable(); 
 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
 
int process2 ( void ) 
{ 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << "Sending commands to tags"  << endl; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << setfill(' '); 
 
 cout << "Tags can be commanded to set their kill mode, set " << endl; 
 cout << "their sleep mode, and unset their sleep mode. Tag " << endl; 
 cout << "passwords need to be supplied for each of these " << endl; 
 cout << "operations."         << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
  
 

cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read Application Managers' tables from Home Manager."<< endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Fridge"); 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Bookshelf"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Home Manager's data table. "      << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Supply Home Manager with passwords for tags. "    << endl; 
 cout << "TAG      PASSWORD"          << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag001 pwd001"          << endl; 
 cout << "B2tag002 pwd002"          << endl; 
 cout << "A2tag003 pwd003"          << endl; 
 cout << "A3tag005 pwd005"          << endl; 
 cout << "C1tag007 pwd000  <--- Supplying incorrect password"   << endl;  
 cout << "A2tag015 pwd015"          << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.updatePassword("A1tag001", "pwd001"); 
 homemanager.updatePassword("B2tag002", "pwd002"); 
 homemanager.updatePassword("A2tag003", "pwd003"); 
 homemanager.updatePassword("A3tag005", "pwd005"); 
 homemanager.updatePassword("C1tag007", "pwd000"); 
 homemanager.updatePassword("A2tag015", "pwd015"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Home Manager's data table. Note the passwords."<<endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Fridge"); 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Bookshelf"); 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
  
 

getchar(); 
 
 cout << endl << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Send kill command to A2tag015 from HomeManager"   << endl; 
 homemanager.sendCommand("kill", "A2tag015"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Home Manager's data table. Tag A2tag015 should"<<endl; 
 cout << "have its kill flag set because it has been killed." << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
  
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << endl << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Send sleep command to C1tag007 from HomeManager"  << endl; 
 homemanager.sendCommand("sleep", "C1tag007"); 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read tags from Home Manager. Tag C1tag007 should have"<< endl; 
 cout << "its sleep flag unset because it could not be put in "   << endl; 
 cout << "sleep mode. Tag A2tag015 should appear with an older "  << endl; 
 cout << "timestamp as it was killed earlier. It cannot be read " << endl; 
 cout << "anymore."                 << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Fridge"); 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Bookshelf"); 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
   
 
int process3 ( void ) 
{ 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << "ONS lookups by Home Manager" << endl; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << setfill(' '); 
 
 cout << "Home Manager can lookup tag information on ONS via " << endl; 
 cout << "the Internet. This information can be used to populate "<< endl; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
  
 

cout << "its tag table."            << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read and display Home Manager's data table."    << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Fridge"); 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Bookshelf"); 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl;  
 cout << "Lookup ONS information for tags:"      << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag001"            << endl; 
 cout << "A3tag005"            << endl; 
 cout << "C1tag013"            << endl; 
 cout << "D3tag035"            << endl; 
 cout << "E2tag032"            << endl; 
 homemanager.onsLookup("A1tag001"); 
 homemanager.onsLookup("A3tag005"); 
 homemanager.onsLookup("C1tag013"); 
 homemanager.onsLookup("D3tag035"); 
 homemanager.onsLookup("E2tag032"); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read and display Home Manager's data table. Tag's " << endl; 
 cout << "details, lookedup on ONS, should be in the table." << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Fridge"); 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Bookshelf"); 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 
int process4 ( void ) 
{ 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
  
 

cout << "Doorkeeping process"         << endl; 
 cout << setfill('-') << setw(80) << "-" << endl; 
 cout << setfill(' '); 
 
 cout << "When tags enter or leave the Home Domain, they pass "   << endl; 
 cout << "through the Doorkeeper. The Doorkeeper refers to Home " << endl; 
 cout << "Manager's doorkeeping policy to selectively put exit-"  << endl; 
 cout << "ing tags to sleep. These tags are unset from sleep "   << endl; 
 cout << "when they enter the Home Domain again through the Door-"<< endl; 
 cout << "keeper." << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "The doorkeeping policy lists tag types and whether " << endl; 
 cout << "they should be put in sleep mode or not when exiting."<< endl; 
 cout << "TAG TYPE  PUT IN SLEEP MODE?"         << endl; 
 cout << "A1    Y"       << endl; 
 cout << "A2    Y"       << endl; 
 cout << "A3    Y"       << endl; 
 cout << "B1    N"       << endl; 
 cout << "B2    N"       << endl; 
 cout << "B3    N"       << endl; 
 cout << "C1    Y"       << endl; 
 cout << "C2    Y"       << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Read and display Home Manager's data table."  << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Fridge"); 
 homemanager.appManagerRead("Bookshelf"); 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "The following tags will exit the Doorkeeper:"  << endl; 
 cout << "TAG  Sleep Flag set before exit?"    << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag001 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "B2tag002 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "A2tag003 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "B1tag004 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "A3tag005 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "D1tag006 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "C1tag007 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag008 N"         << endl; 
 cout << endl;; 
 dkeeper1.exit(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
  
 

cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Home Manager's data table. Note that those "  << endl; 
 cout << "exiting tags whose passwords were correcty known to the"<< endl; 
 cout << "Home Manager were set to sleep depending on the door-"  << endl; 
 cout << "keeping policy. The tags should now have the following" << endl; 
 cout << "flag status."           << endl; 
 cout << "TAG  Sleep Flag set after exit?"      << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag001 Y <-- Flag set"        << endl; 
 cout << "B2tag002 N <-- Flag not set as per policy."    << endl; 
 cout << "A2tag003 Y <-- Flag set"        << endl; 
 cout << "B1tag004 N <-- Flag not set as per policy."    << endl; 
 cout << "A3tag005 Y <-- Flag set"        << endl; 
 cout << "D1tag006 N <-- Flag not set. No policy."    << endl; 
 cout << "C1tag007 N <-- Flag not set. Wrong password known."<< endl; 
 cout << "A1tag008 N <-- Flag not set. Password not known."   << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "The following tags will now enter the Doorkeeper:"   << endl; 
 cout << "Note that tag A2tag003 that exited earlier is not "   << endl; 
 cout << "entering the doorkeeper."        << endl; 
 cout << "TAG  Sleep Flag set before entry?"     << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag001 Y"           << endl; 
 cout << "B2tag002 N"           << endl; 
 cout << "B1tag004 N"           << endl; 
 cout << "A3tag005 Y"           << endl; 
 cout << "D1tag006 N"           << endl; 
 cout << "C1tag007 N"           << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag008 N"           << endl; 
 cout << endl;; 
 dkeeper1.enter(); 
 
 cout << endl << "Press return key to continue..." << endl; 
 getchar(); 
 
 cout << con::fg_white; 
 cout << endl; 
 cout << "Display Home Manager's data table. Note that the door-" << endl; 
 cout << "keeper remembered the tags it had set to sleep and " << endl; 
 cout << "unset them from sleep when they entered."   << endl; 
 cout << "The tags should now have the following flag status." << endl; 
 cout << "TAG  Sleep Flag set after entry?"    << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag001 N <-- Flag unset"     << endl; 
 cout << "B2tag002 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "A2tag003 Y <-- Did not enter, hence flag still set"<< endl; 
 cout << "B1tag004 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "A3tag005 N <-- Flag unset"     << endl; 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
 
 
 cout << "D1tag006 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "C1tag007 N"         << endl; 
 cout << "A1tag008 N"         << endl; 
 cout << endl; 
 homemanager.displayTable(); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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APPENDIX D 
 

SAMPLE INPUTS FOR RFID SIMULATION SYSTEM  
 
 

Input Files Used by Tag Objects 
Tag File 1 Tag File 2 Tag File 3 

A1tag001 
pwd001 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B2tag002 
pwd002 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A2tag003 
pwd003 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B1tag004 
pwd004 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A3tag005 
pwd005 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B1tag006 
pwd006 
N 
N 
---------------- 
C1tag007 
pwd007 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A1tag008 
pwd008 
N 
N 
---------------- 

B1tag011 
pwd011 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B1tag012 
pwd012 
N 
N 
---------------- 
C1tag013 
pwd013 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A1tag014 
pwd014 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A2tag015 
pwd015 
N 
Y 
---------------- 
A2tag016 
pwd016 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B1tag017 
pwd017 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B2tag018 
pwd018 
N 
N 
---------------- 

D1tag131 
pwd031 
N 
N 
---------------- 
E2tag032 
pwd032 
N 
N 
---------------- 
D2tag033 
pwd033 
N 
N 
---------------- 
D1tag034 
pwd034 
N 
N 
---------------- 
D3tag035 
pwd035 
N 
N 
---------------- 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 
 
 

Reader Authentication File Used by Home Manager Object 
reader1 
password1 
reader2 
password2 
reader3 
password3 
reader4 
password4 
 

Doorkeeping Policy File Used by Home Manager Object 
A1 
Y 
------ 
A2 
Y 
------ 
A3 
Y 
------ 
B1 
N 
------ 
B2 
N 
------ 
B3 
N 
------ 
C1 
Y 
------ 
C2 
Y 
------ 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 
 
 

Input Files for Doorkeeper Object 
Doorkeeper Exit Tag File Doorkeeper Entry Tag File 

A1tag001 
pwd001 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B2tag002 
pwd002 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A2tag003 
pwd003 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B1tag004 
pwd004 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A3tag005 
pwd005 
N 
N 
---------------- 
D1tag006 
pwd006 
N 
N 
---------------- 
C1tag007 
pwd007 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A1tag008 
pwd008 
N 
N 
---------------- 

A1tag001 
pwd001 
Y 
N 
---------------- 
B2tag002 
pwd002 
N 
N 
---------------- 
B1tag004 
pwd004 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A3tag005 
pwd005 
Y 
N 
---------------- 
D1tag006 
pwd006 
N 
N 
---------------- 
C1tag007 
pwd007 
N 
N 
---------------- 
A1tag008 
pwd008 
N 
N 
---------------- 

 
ONS File Used by Internet Object 

A1tag001;Coca Cola;Fanta Orange;Bottle:20oz 
A3tag005;Hiland;Milk;Expires:June 1 
C1tag013;Yoplait;Yogurt;Blueberry Expires:June 8 
D3tag035;Metropoliton;Hardcover Book;Chomsky: Mfg. Consent 
E2tag032;Mifflin Company;Hardcover Book;Dawkins: God Delusion 
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